Fake,YetSymbolic
Of Mankind’s
CurrentMess
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Ok, Dreamers, it is time to open your eyes and see the “real
thing”, or is it the “right stuff”?
In this morning’s
the first sentence
under the picture of the MASSIVE energy ball flinging itself to
Earth yesterday reads: “This is a photo ofthe Sun taken Monday
by the
. .” Are you ever being
set up? Of course, and where have you been the last hundred
years?
.’
So, what do you look for and how much should you “put

P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89 126

yourself out” to insure a bit of protection?
Until they get through manipulating your minds through the absurd things
in “space”, I suggest you keep some eye-shelter handy, some good sunblocker
cream on you at ALL times when you have exposure-even
at NIGHT-and
pay attention because the clues of what is taking place are all about you. Heed
the old-hats in their commentaries, i.e., Chuck Yeager on missing planes WITH
BOMBS ABOARD and Wendelle Stevens, Operation Blue Book, Air Force
officer and also UFO researcher of world respected reports. Good old George
Green got to Stevens and to Stevens’ partner at one time, Lee Elders.
W
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Today we shall outline the Guyana incident, It is
placed within this Journal because, on the surface of it,
appears to be a “religious” incident. It was not1

”
1978.
”

THE

‘just a bit”

what REALLY happened

there-as

SO

the several layers

carried

In your year 1976 the United States and Russia
became embroiled in top secret hostilities in preparation
for World War III/Nuclear War I. It began in earnest
during the summer of 1976 when the still secret
Underwater Missile Crisis erupted, It then expanded
into wholesale nuclear sabotage of the United States
with weapons now planted at literally thousands of
(We shall discuss this at a
separate writing).
These weapons ranged from
mammoth hydrogen bombs ready to destroy your largest
dams and reservoirs down to tiny nuclear devices called
For some time the Russians had been detonating
micronukes in a steady drum beat of explosions all over
America. Still feel safe and cozy andunwilling to ‘rock

“.
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Rape, Ravage,
Pillage And Plunder Of The Phoenix, Vol. I.

”

-

Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

In September of 1977 the secret war took a decisive
new turn. In the still secret Battle of the Harvest Moon
in space
#3,
37; #15,
1111,
America’s Secret Rulers lost their supposed ace in the
planned war. In a shocking upset,
Russia knocked out America’s secret Moon beamweapons base in Copernicus Crater, (oh yes there was
one!). Since that time Russia had seized the dominant
position militarily in space. Now let’s review a little
1975
1990-hummmmm,
do
think they
might have been doing all this while?
We will cover all these subjects most carefully but
this Guyana was set up in a religious setting and it fits
into this Journal without distraction.
Prior to this incident there were drastic changes
taking place in the leadership of both Russia and the
In Russia the original ruling factions
after 19 17, the atheistic
Bolsheviks,
had been
overthrown after a progressive struggle for over six
The Kremlin was now under the absolute
control of a tough band of native Russians, a Christian
sect who considered the Bolsheviks to be evil incarnate.
As a result, the Bolsheviks were being expelled from
Russia and they were flocking mostly to the United
States. They were joining the many Bolsheviks already
in powerful positions in the U.S. in a sophisticated new
In the process, they were
Bolshevik revolution.
gradually preempting much of the power that was once
exercised by their Secret Allies, the third generation
Rockefeller brothers. As Bolshevik power became ever
greater and greater in the United States, the Satanic
fruits ofthat power were and are becoming increasingly
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This was the case of Korean Airlines Flight 902
which invaded supersensitive Russian air space and
was shot down. There was nothing accidental about the
Korean. airliner episode, and the threat of death to all
the innocent passengers was the key ingredient in the
episode. It would have been far easier for the Russian
fighters to blow the Boeing 707 out of the air in a ball
of flame than to force it down with only a few casualties,
as was done.
As the time passed the Bolshevik grip grew steadily
greater in its hold on the United States, and human life
was growing cheaper by the day. This time it would not
be a hundred but nearly a thousand civilian lives, and
this time it would be that they would die because
nothing would be left to chance.
The gruesome tragedy at Jonestown, Guyana, is
on1y.a pale shadow of what lies ahead for the entire
United States if the cancer of Bolshevism, along with a
few other Cartels, is not stopped. Those who are seized
by the Bolshevik way of thinking are quite schizophrenic
and Satanic and unable to tell right from wrong-or at
least practice in the guise of “right”.
When these
tendencies are allowed to go unchecked and the
Bolsheviks acquire power, the’consequences for society
as a whole are tragic indeed.
Both murderous and suicidal actions take place on
a scale beyond comprehension.
It happened seventyfive years ago in Russia as the Bolsheviks took over
there; and now, as the Bolsheviks are efforting to take
over irryour territory, it is happening-right
in the
good old U.S. of A.
MILITARY

PURPOSE

OF
JONESTOWN

Yes, I said “military”. And a bit later, I shall show
you how Leo J. Ryan, Congressman, was utilized. The
set-up for the Guyana tragedy was staged as early as
1974, with the revealing of the presence of a Guyana
missile base in that place. It made radio news all across
America but was promptly covered and snuffed. This
was in June. In October it was again brought to public
attention by daring speakers and again snuffed along
with threats to cease and desist with such news items - “or else”.
The news items ran something
like the
that according to reliable intelligence
following:
sources on the matter, the Republic of Guyana (next to
Venezuela in South America) had been turned into
another Cuba with Atomic Missiles aimed at the Gatun
Locks of the Panama Canal and at your cities in the
United States.
Of course your government, which dances to a tune
called “Dynasty”, refused to even investigate the
charges-actually,
why would they? They set it Up!
The warnings were frequently re-presented and
some of the public citizens did in fact effort to gather
information which inquiries were met with stone wall
Many simply
silence or double-talk and denials.
In April 1978, the lives of over one hundred discounted the whole story but some more insightful
unsuspecting civilians were deliberately put in great patrons came to realize that you couldn’t believe your
Government. Well, guess who was right?
danger for the sake of an intelligence mission.
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THE

PLOT

The developments which were destined to culminate
in tragedy at Jonestown began in 1965. Guyana was a
newly independent country, the former British colony
of British Guiana.
At that time the secret Rockefeller/Soviet alliance
was in full swing, and the long range joint plans for a
controlled Nuclear War were moving right along. Both
sides were looking ahead toward an eventual doublecross, but that still lay far in the future at that time. The
deliberate strengthening of Russia at America’s expense
was part of their joint plan for World Government and
conquest. The Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 threw a
temporary monkey wrench into the program when
President John F. Kennedy intervened personally and
stopped the nuclear arming of Cuba; and for doing that,
and other humane “indiscretions”, he lost his life in
Dallas barely a year later.
Kennedy’s successor, Lyndon Johnson, made sure
that &followed the script more carefully. In the wake
of the Cuban crisis, the Russians needed a new forward
base in the Caribbean area for strategic purposes until
the heat was off in Cuba. To accommodate Russia,
Guyana was selected for this purpose, and David
Rockefeller saw to it that a Marxist named Forbes
Burnham became Prime Minister. In return, the Chase
Manhattan Bank became fiscal agent for Guyana, giving
Rockefeller access to the gold produced in Guyana; and
as a key factor in all this, then President Lyndon
Johnson in 1965 turned over the American Air Base,
Atkinson Field, to Guyana.
America’s right to retain control over the Base for
several more decades was simply thrown away without
any excuses offered. Atkinson Field, which was then
renamed Temehri Airfield, is south of Georgetown, the
capital city. This is the airfield to which American
helicopters carried bodies to be airlifted to America
after the Jonestown disaster.
When Johnson gave the Temehri Airfield to Marxist
Guyana, he handed Russia a very large plum indeed.
The Temehri Airfield is the largest in all of Latin
America, larger even than New York’s largest airport,
the John F. Kennedy Airport; and its location makes it
ideal for ferrying Cuban troops and supplies to Africa.
As a result, Johnson’s
action on behalf of
Rockefellers robbed the United States of an important
logistic connection to Africa while opening the door for
Cuban troops. Your later troubles with Cuban troops in
Angola and elsewhere in Africa were partly the result.
For a number of years, Russian military activity in
Guyana was heavily concentrated around the vicinity of
the Temehri Airfield. In 1974, they emplaced missiles
in sites that ringed the airfield. Then the missiles were
pulled out from those locations and moved to a separate
missile complex west of Georgetown, over the following
two years.
In that new complex, the missiles were deployed at
sites scattered over an area some 30 miles in diameter.
In the approximate center was a Command and control
installation commanded by Russian personnel,
And
the plot began to thicken considerably.
After the missile base relocation was completed,
the missile complex was centered at a point about 70
miles northwest of Temehri Airfield; and roughly
another 70 miles to the northwest lay the Jonestown
People’s Temple complex, an Israeli-type kibbutz. So
the missile base ended up about midway between the
Jonestown commune and Temehri Airfield. It was no
accident, my friends, that the People’s Temple kibbutz
was located so close to the missile base.

THE

ORIGINS
PEOPLE’S

OF
TEMPLE

The origins of the People’s Temple in the 1950s
had nothing to do with government intrigues. It was
not until about 1970 that certain elements of the United
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Underwater Missile Crisis of 1976.
Most of you know about that crisis, which the
Government kept silent about, but we shall talk about it
again, later. Your Unseen Rulers were badly shaken by
a that surprise and initially tried to reinstate their secret
alliance with the Kremlin rulers. After all, they had
a
succeeded in doing so once before after President
Kennedy broke the rules and made an issue of the
tries
Cuban missiles; but meanwhile they also began setting
in motion contingency plans to gear up their possible
by their
In the case of Guyana, the Rockefellers wanted to real war.
have such a tool in Guyana as a check on Forbes
#3
Burnham, the Prime Minister, whom they had put in
power with use of their money. Certain elements
MAJOR
TARGET
within the United States Intelligence community under
general coordination by the CIA were given the task of
The Guyana missile base was one of the major
finding ways of accomplishing this.
In the course of evaluating various options, it was targets of the revised planning. When this planning
concluded that the Peoples Temple would prove ideal. began more than two years prior, the Space Battle of the
The psychological profile of the leader, Jim Jones, Harvest Moon still lay in the future. It seemed quite
indicated that he could be converted into a powerful inconceivable that America could lose its secret beamtool of the Unseen Rulers. Contrary to reports in the weapons base which was soon to be operational on the
controlled major media, Jim Jones was born a Jew moon; and so long as they had this Moon Base to
(oops), and he already exhibited tendencies toward depend on, your Unseen Rulers thought they could not
kibbutz-style organization that could be channeled into lose. But in light of the Underwater Missile doubleuseful directions. This would be brought about through cross, they wanted to be able to pull as many of Russia’s
military teeth as possible. In this way, their destruction
a combination of both conscious and unconscious
of Russia would be even more complete than originally
factors.
At the conscious level, money and powerful political planned.
The planners of Operation Guyana were given a
support would be channeled in his direction; at the
difficult problem to solve. The objective was to wipe
unconscious level, the technique of psychological
programming, which we will discuss in more detail out the Russian missile base in Guyana by removing the
threat it posed to the Panama Canal and southern
elsewhere, would be employed.
Gradually, Jim Jones would lose control of his own American cities; but this was to be a pre-war operation
personality and become what your Unseen Rulers wanted carried out covertly and with complete surprise. It had
him to be. The process would inevitably create to be covert, because neither the United States nor
tremendous internal conflicts and turn Jim Jones into a Russia could afford to have it known that the base ever
troubled and dangerous man and that, dear ones, is existed; and the surprise had to be complete, because
with even the briefest warning the base could be
exactly that which came to pass.
reinforced and defended by Cuban troops.
CHANGES
IN BEHAVIOR
From these requirements it was concluded that a
commando-style raid would be necessary, something
By 1973 changes in Jones’ behavior began to be like the Israeli raid ‘at Entebbe Airport in Uganda in
noticed by his friends and followers. His conversion July 1976. Are the similarities and implications
into a semi-conscious agent of death and intrigue was becoming a bit more clear to you readers? Any other
underway in earnest by that time. That same year the kind of attack would have required your leaders to do
what President Kennedy did in 1962, and that is: Tell
mushrooming funds of the People’s Temple were
to launch the agricultural kibbutz at Jonestown, Guyana, the American people what was afoot and ask for your
support.
all cost, the one thing your Unseen Rulers
though only a few people went there at that time.
Guyana was a rigid Marxist police state, and no one were determined not to do was to tell you anything. The
could have launched a new enterprise like the Commune problem then arose-how
to get the joint attacking
without its approval by Forbes Burnham; but David forces into Guyana in a force large enough and fast
Rockefeller agents made sure that Burnham received enough to
the job.
Wiping out a base like that one in Guyana, after all,
all the assurances he needed that the Jones compound
would fit neatly into the Marxist environment of Guyana. is no small task and it takes experience. It was then
At the same time, Forbes Burhnam had begun concluded that somehow some very sudden, massive,
double-crossing David Rockefeller, exactly as had been compelling excuse would have to be provided in order
feared. He was now playing ball politically but he was to enable the secret joint military forces to enter Guyana
hiding much of Guyana’s gold production in caves in temporarily. The excuse, whatever it was, would have
David Rockefeller found this out to be so visible as to tie Russian’s hands so that Russia
the mountains.
sometime later, but by then the much bigger problem could not retaliate in Guyana without giving away what
was developing from a double-cross by Russia so she had been up to there; and the excuse, whatever it
Burnham was left untouched in order to make way for was, would have to appear non-military yet require
bigger things.
military expertise. Furthermore, some provision would
By summer 1974, the Rockefeller brothers were have to be made for ALL casualties in the missile-base
still soundly in bed with the Kremlin, but there were attack to be removed from Guyana after the raid,
already ominous signs that something was happening otherwise their presence in Guyana could have been
in Russia which they did not understand; however they made the basis of an international incident trumped up
simply could not imagine that their old Kremlin allies, around some different story unrelated to the secret
the Bolsheviks, were being overthrown.
missile base.
And so it goes; just as any mention of possible
For example, the government of Guyana, following
threat from Russia goes totally denied this day, so went Russian dictates, might have publicly displayed the
denied the public warnings about Guyana missilesbodies of the joint military forces killed in the attack
and the Government spokesmen went right on lying and and said they were killed in an attempted coup d’ etat
ridiculing those who dared speak out. The planned and against Forbes Burnham. It was a very big order, but
programmed Nuclear War was being blueprinted for the Jonestown kibbutz proved to be the answer.
the late 1970s and they did not want the plan to be
spoiled by public awareness; but two years later Russia’s
all-out military double-cross of America began with the
States Intelligence community began to infiltrate
subvert the People’s Temple.
a

and
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make his anticipated trip to Guyana, other activities
were set in motion on the diplomatic and military stage.
Even It was essential that Russia’s attention be diverted away
hardened American GI’s in Korea fell victim to from Guyana until too late to take action to protect the
brainwashing in surprising numbers because they did missile base. Russia’s prize in the Western Hemisphere,
the
not understand what they were up against. But, of of course, is Cuba; and so in the final days before the
course, the Jonestown victims were anything but Battle of Guyana on Thanksgiving Day 1978, the
hardened soldiers,
trumped up MIG-23 crisis-does
anyone remember
In August 1977 Jim Jones left for Guyana with his that one?-was
used to divert Russian attention to
large sacrificial flock. That same month, United Nations Cuba. Oh, we have lots and lots of wondrous secrets to
Ambassador Andrew Young carried a message to Prime talk about, don’t we? Only too late did the Kremlin
Minister Forbes Burnham of Guyana. He said that discover that the real target was not Cuba but Guyana.
under certain conditions the United States and the
World Bank would increase its aid to Guyana-that
is,
line Burnham’s pocket by a factor of ten times more
1978
so the key disaster of
than previous levels.
was set in motion in a day shortly before the
Close aides of the late Congressman Leo Ryan have
reported publicly that his ill-fated decision to go to
Battle of the Harvest Moon.
Guyana was triggered by a State Department report to
IN THE
BEGINNING
him that he found totally unsatisfactory. This reaction
POOR
LEO RYAN
OF THE
SCHEME
of Ryan’s had been correctly predicted and, in fact,
To trigger the whole tragedy and in a blare of deliberately encouraged.
With elections coming up,
When it was decided to use mass deaths at Jonestown publicity, the interest of late Congressman Leo J. Ryan Congressman Ryan decided to schedule the trip after
as a cover for the missile-base attack, Jon&own was was developed and programmed.
the election during the Congressional recess.
functioning only as an outpost of the People’s Temple.
This was a quite natural decision, and had also
In a display of courage that is practically unknown
There were not enough people there to provide a today in the U.S. Congress, Ryan went to Guyana beenanticipated by the planners behind the scenes. No
sufficiently major incident to serve the intended purpose, knowing that it might be dangerous. But what he did politician would miss the opportunity to campaign
and so, through both direct and indirect means, Jim not know, of course, was that he had been lured into right up to election day.
As the time approached for his trip, the false issue
Jones was persuaded to go to the Guyana kibbutz himself, making a trip whose tragic outcome was planned well
taking as many of his flock as would follow him. That in advance.
of the Cuban MIG-23 crisis erupted.
The Carter
tlirned out to be about 25% to 30%, and by following
with him Administration had learned nearly a year prior that the
him they automatically identified themselves as the
the
Russians were going to send the MIG-23s to Cuba and
group most highly dependent upon Jones personally.
war that was leading to Nuclear
so decided that it would be a perfect pretext for a fake
They were also most susceptible to the combined
the
other
crisis. The MIG-23 can carry certain types of nuclear
weapons as claimed; but even in this role it is a tactical
influences of exhaustion, intimidation, and isolation died in the so-called ‘mass suicide” at Jonestown,
from outside help-in
other words, just right for
weapon best suited for support of ground or naval
thorough brainwashing.
As the time approached for Congressman Ryan to forces.
The MIG-23 in and of itself does not threaten
America in the same way that the 1962 Cuban missiles
did; and so when the United States began playing up the
MIG-23s, it was very obvious to the Kremlin that this
was a deliberate effort to stir up public tension over
Cuba. The questions was: Exactly what was the United
States up to? Would the Carter Administration be so
crazy as to invade Cuba? Such a thing sounded
irrational, but America’s Unseen Rulers were behaving
more and more irrationally.
This, too, was partially deliberate and was intended
to keep the chess players in the Kremlin offbalance, but
it was also partly a result of the increasing degree of
control over America by those Satanic schizophrenics,
the Bolsheviks.
Cuba was, after all, very important to Russia, for
Russia was looking ahead to world domination after
Nuclear
I;
for that, Cuba is Russia’s main
beach-head in the Western Hemisphere.
Even more
urgently, Cuba was the unadmitted home of Russia’s
Caribbean Submarine Fleet, and that fleet had repeatedly
moved into attack positions in the Gulf of Mexico over
the prior two years and more during periods of tension.
As if that were not enough,
there were
concentrations of nuclear weapons in at least four land
locations in Cuba. One was near the north coast
roughly 10 miles inland southeast of Cardenas. This
location is 150 miles due south of Cape Sable, Florida.
second site was about 150 miles to the east-southeast
of that and about 10 miles inland from the north coast.
One hundred twenty-five miles farther to the southeast
was a third concentration 15 miles northeast of Marti,
well inland. A fourth nuclear site was near the eastern
of Cuba, 28 miles north-northwest of the United
States Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay.
the
MIG-23s caused worry in the Kremlin. And in early
the
began sending SR-71 reconnaissance flights over Cuba
- shades of 1962.
In response, massive formations from the
and Caribbean Submarine Fleets of the Russian
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Navy began fanning out along America’s East, West,
and Gulf Coasts on November 6. They did not deploy
into attack formations but their sheer numbers signaled
a clear warning to Washington. At that moment they
were still on station, many with neutron weaponry.
Then during the week immediately preceding the
tragedies in Guyana the MIG-23 pseudo crisis built to
a climax. Beginning on Tuesday, November 14, a huge
combined American and British naval Task Force began
heading toward Cuba. By midweek, Cuban defense
forces were on full alert, and on Thursday, November
16, a group of twelve United States Senators in
Moscow-supposedly
to discuss the SALT talks-met
with Russia’s Kosygin.
There they pressed the aIleged issue of the Cuban
MIG-23 argument, calling it a “false issue”. As a
former test pilot and America’s first astronaut in orbit,
Senator Glenn knew what he was talking about, but
Kosygin’s anger over the other comments about the
MIGs provided
the United States Intelligence
community with valuable proof that the decoy action
toward Cuba was working. The next day, November 17,
Russia publicly admitted sending MIG-23s to Cuba,
calling them strictly defensive weapons.
The same day an editorial in the Washington Post
typified the crescendo of media attention to the Cuban
MIG-23s. It was titled: “A New Cuban Missile Crisis?”
The very next day, Saturday, November 18,
Congressman Leo Ryan, three newsmen, and a woman
seeking to escape from Jonestown were slaughtered at
the Port Kaituma Airport. At least a dozen other people
were also wounded, but there was no effort to destroy
the airplane filled with terrified
escapees from
Jonestown.
Instead, many witnesses were left alive,
and a smaller plane managed to take off right after the
airport massacre and report the attack in the capital,
Georgetown.
Immediately
world attention
was focused on
Guyana, and meanwhile the mass murder at Jonestownwrongly called a mass suicide-was
underway.
At this point, the elaborate decoy action toward
Cuba was no longer needed, so the Pentagon announced
that a routine naval exercise was in progress which
would approach no closer to Cuba than 50 miles. Cuban
defense forces relaxed, but the real action was only
beginning in Guyana. The methodical executions of
Congressman Ryan and three prominent newsmen had
guaranteed that Jonestown would shortly be in the glare
of publicity.
Having guaranteed this publicity, Jim
Jones then ordered the mass executions at the Jonestown
kibbutz.
DETAILS

OF

THAT

MASSACRE

Finally when the mass murder was completed, the
executionists
performed their final task of stagemanaging the horrible death scene. In order to achieve
the surprise needed in attacking the Russian missile
base, it was critically important that the first reports
from Jonestown described the scene as a mass suicide.
Only in this way could its actual military significance
be hidden long enough to fool the Russians.
Therefore,
all of the bodies free of gunshot
wounds were carefully arranged in neat rows and other
groupings, suggesting at first sight that everyone died
willingly and deliberately.
This was the scene that

greeted
Guyanese troops late the following day,
Sunday, November 19. It was more than 24 hours after
the kibbutz victims died and the executioners, including
the real Jim Jones, were long gone. I will return to the
matter of Jones himself later for I know you are cl- Gous
as to why I keep telling you he ended up in Israel.
COUNTERS

AFRAID

OF

DISEASE

The Guyanese troops were afraid of possible disease
but counted the bodies as accurately as possible without
close handling or moving the bodies. The total they
reported was 409 on that Sunday night.
a
the
the
a
After a few days a few people did begin
to raise questions, but by then the initial image of
suicide had served its purpose of opening Guyana’s
doors to the United States.
For example, on Tuesday, November 2 1, Jim Jones’
surviving son, Steven, said in a Georgetown press
conference, “There’s no way it could have been mass
suicide.”
And that same day, according to the
a Guyanese source pointed out a
serious medical discrepancy in the Jonestown kibbutz
death scene. He said, “If you die of cyanide, which
seems to have been the poison, your body goes into
spasm and contortion death, but at Jonestown everyone
looked totally relaxed.”
The.reason for this discrepancy was that by the time
the Guyanese troops arrived, all the bodies had been
rearranged. They were also placed face down for the
most part. This was so that the widely publicized news
photos would not ruin the desired impression of calm by
letting you see the victims’ final expressions of agony.
THE

NIGHTMARE

5

after day the death count reported at Jonestown remained
unchanged at 409.
Then on Thanksgiving Day itself, the Battle of
Guyana took place. Crack military forces experienced
in jungle and surprise warfare moved in on the Russian
complex, striking all the dispersed sites simultaneously.
Like the Entebbe raid, the battle itself did not last long.
It had to be over quickly to be successful.
First the small crews on site near each missile were
overwhelmed, and then killed. The missiles themselves
were quickly disabled.
Next the military forces
converged on the Missile Command and Control Center,
where a bloody pitched battle took place.
When the smoke cleared, every single person
manning the missilebase had been killed, including the
Russian commanders.
When the battle was over, American helicopters
from Temehri Airfield began landing within the ruined
missile complex and flying out the wounded. Then the
remaining attackers were left with two more jobs before
they could retire from the area. First, they were under
strict orders to leave no bodies of the attacking forces
on Guyanese soil, and so the entire area was scoured
until every single member of the attacking force had
been accounted for. Their bodies, like those of the
victims at Jonestown, were sealed in Vietnam-type
body bags and collected in clearings where helicopters
could land to pick them up.
Finally, the combined forces were under orders to
remove the nuclear warheads from the missiles and
take them back to Georgetown for airlift to the United
States. Specially trained members of the attacking
force had set to work on this task immediately after the
initial attacks. on the missile crews.
By early Friday, November 24, all the warheads
had been removed. They, too, were placed in body bags,
one per bag, with some jungle foliage stuffed in to give
the bag a reasonable appearance.

CONTINUED

To continue the nightmare charade to fool the
Russians, the United States at first publicly urged
Guyana to collect and bury the hundreds of bodies. As
arranged, Guyana replied in effect that it was America’s
problem and that America should take the bodies back
to the United States-just as planned. To facilitate this
huge and hideous task, Guyana obligingly agreed to
waive the usual Guyanese law that requires any body to
be autopsied before removal from the country. With
this arrangement, the United States achieved the carte
blanche military access to Guyana that was needed.
Russian intelligence realized what was afoot by
early Monday, November 20, but it was already too late
to stop it. Russia could hardly announce to the world
that, “We have a secret nuclear missile base in Guyana
and the United States is getting ready to destroy it.”
That would have rallied world opinion behind America;
and, although Russian Cosmospheres quickly converged
over Guyana, they, too, were useless in the covert
conditions of battle there.
Their Charged Particle
Beam Weapons could have made short work of the
commando-style forces, but in the process they would
have wiped out the Russian base itself. The Guyana
missiles have become only a minor factor in Russia’s
military power since the Battle of the Harvest Moon the
year prior. They were not valuable enough to Russia to
declare open war on their account. And so under these
conditions, Russia was powerless to act once the
Jonestown tragedy had been staged.
As Thanksgiving Day approached, huge American
transports, helicopters, troops, and medical teams
swarmed into Guyana. In a remote corner of the huge
Temehri Airfield a command post was established for
the twin operations of Jonestown and at the Russian
missile base.
As some of the troops began the nauseating task of
cleaning up the Jonestown kibbutz, other joint attack
forces were taking up positions around the missile base
in preparations for the surprise raid. Meanwhile, day

WHERE
ALL

COULD
THOSE

THEY
BODIES?

a
the

Originally the Guyanese count of 409 had been
accepted as firm by United States officials in Guyana.
That had raised questions as to where the rest of the one
thousand or so residents reported to be in Jonestown
had gone. Finally, on Thanksgiving Day, with the body
clean-up operation well under way, a military spokesman
told reporters, “The evaluation that we have made is
simply that there were not many more people in
Jonestown at the time of the suicide.” But even as he
spoke, the Battle of Guyana was raging at the Russian
missile base. By midday on Friday, the day after
Thanksgiving, 485 body bags had already arrived at the
Temehri Airfield. The ‘bodies’ of warheads from the
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Russian missile base were destined to raise the total far beyond
the total of 409 bodies originaJly counted by the Guyanese at
the kibbutz. It was a bad mistake, the kind of thing that
happens in the heat of battle. Something had to be done, and
quickly.
So, on that Friday after Thanksgiving, a breathless and
nervous Pentagon spokesman at the Temehri Airtield made a
stunning announcement over CBS television: “The original
count of persons found dead at the Jonestown site has been
found to be seriously in error. It now appears there may be as
many as 780 bodies, total, found at the site. They were found
simply buried under other bodies. There were larger adults
that were grouped together, and under their bodies were found
the bodies of smaller adults and children.”

This story was so unbelievable that within two days the
United States Government dismissed its own story about the
blankets as a “rumor”. Still the basic idea of bodies on ton of
bodies had to be maintained, so on Saturday, November’25,
another Air Force spokesman tried to m&e it all sound
plausible in the following words: “From what I observed, the
people, when they committed suicide, would line up in nice
neat little circles, children in front of them, and as they died
they folded into the interior of the circle.” Do you wondrously
blind people begin to
absurdity of that which
believe? You swallow it hook, line, sinker and fish!
TheGuyanacover-upwasworld-wideinitsdimensionsithadtobe. InGuyana,DeputyPrimeMinisterReidmadethe
first public announcement to the Guyanese people about
Jonestown on Friday afternoon, November 24, in Parliament.
he
to answer questions, and
out
of”Sbame,Shame”and”c<nrer-up”~mparliamentmembets.
in
United States on
FBI
Director, William Webster, saidthat
“‘FBIDisaster
had positively identified
of James Warren Jones
through fingerprint identification
But,
not
so and at that very moment Jim Jones
making
preplanned escape from Guyana.
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plane landed briefly at Elath, the back door to Israel; then on surrender” to SALT II disarmament, but your Unseen Rulers
to a private airport outside of Jerusalem, arriving at 7:20 A.M. instead stepped up preparations for a suicidal nuclear war to
local time. From there he headed to a nearby location for an be launched by the U.S.
intelligence debriefing.
The Guyana happenings gave you a preview for the entire
war. By the standards of those who planned it, the Battle of
HOW COULD
THIS HAF’PEN
Guyana was a brilliant success-and yet, at what cost! Many
TO AN EVANGELIST7
times more American lives were deliberately sacrificed than
were lost by the enemy in the battle itself. In the same way, the
After being transformed gradually into a conscious agent plans still in operation will dwarf the numbers killed by the
of the Intelligence Community over the prior six years, Jones millions.
had taken part in a joint operation by American and Israeli
The Battle of Guyana was an exercise in futility, a mere
Intelligence in Guyana. The Israelis had contributed valuable scratchonthe arm for Russia. It was plannedbeforethe Battle
expertise and even key lieutenants for Jones in showing how of the Harvest Moon, which rendered the Guyana battle
the Jonestown kibbutz could be set up and used for the obsolete before it happened.
intended purposes.
Well, Jim Jones had a motto hanging over his throne in
Onehasonlytocheckanencyclo@iatoseethat
Jonestown Jonestown: “THOSE WHO DO NOT REMEMBER THE
in fact, a kibbutz. For example,
PAST ARE CONDEMNED TO REPEAT IT.”
Encyclopediaunderthetopic”ISRAEL”, says: “Inacollective
Now, would any of you care to do a dissertation on what
community, called a kibbutz, the farmers share all the property the Guyana tragedy actually had to do with religion in any
and combine their labor. The village administration provides manner what-so-ever? ‘Tis sad indeed! And yet, you gullibly
all their needs. The adults eat together in a dining hall, but feast on the lies. So be it.
Dharma, enough for this day. Let us close this portion.
married couples and single persons have private sleeping
quarters. All children are raised together in a separate home. Thank you for your service.
Hatonn to stand&v. Please think unon these things most
Parents visit their children for an hour or two before surmer.”
Let us look at the word “commune” as domestic&d in diligently for we have-a long, long wa; to go. Salu. America. It means
livinginacommune.
IMMEDIATE
RELEASE
Thereisnopumform
of commune in the
ALL MEDIA
Israeli
kibbutz.
a
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Plans have been announced for the placing of a new Holocaust Memorial on the historic Mall in Washington, D.C. Unlike other Holocaust Memorials here, which commemorate
events which took in Euro ean acts,
this new Memorial commemorates
the famous April 19, 1993 R olqcaust
in Waco, Texas. An entire Christian congre ation was burned alive m
For
their
Church, as an official act of the Umte f States Government.
AND HOW DID JONES
a
months, the gallant Christians had refused to surrender, enduring a heavy
MANAGE
TO GET OUT?
assault by government troops, including Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, heav Army tanks, Army hellTheplansforremovalofJoneswerelaidwellinadvance.
copter
gunships
and napalm throwers.
It was t Ke lar est Army action in
An ocean-going boat, well stocked with supplies and money, America then
Texas smce the historic massacre of the defenders o B the Alamo, which,
waiting for him near
river town of Bar&a, 35 miles
not coincidentally was also a Christian mission.
southwestofGeorgetown. Inordertomake hiswaytoBattica
At last the cryptic instruction came from the White House, “Finish it.”
from Jonestown Jones had a Safe Conduct Pass.
All
of the military forces were deplo ed in a final massive onslaught, which
In the early morning of Thanksgiving Day, as the Battle
IAWtKShOWyOU
soon exterminated the surviving C Kristians.
Many babies from the conof Guyana was beginning, Jones headed down stream toward the ridiculous cost of
gregation were slowly and agomzin 1 burned alive by Army tanks which
Georgetown. Shortly after noon Guyana time his boat left the such actions.
saturated the church with inflamma %{e gas, and then set it afire with inmouth of Essequibo River into the
cendiary ammunition.
Although the government operation was a success,
From there Jones followed acomplicated itinerary which to pass, the war
there have been re orts that many of the government exterminationists
wasdesigned to prevent hisbeingfollowed; but inspiteofthat,
which
started
have since suffere cr nervous breakdowns and suicides.
The church was
he was followed. From Guyana Jones headed due east for between you and
quickly
razed
to
cover
up
evidence
of
the
genocide
which
might be used
about 330 miles and then turned south, landing near La Mere, Russiabegan onthat
in later court actions.
French Guiana, about 530 A.M. local time, November 27. Thanksgiving Day.
For man years, federal officials have claimed that no religious strucFrom them he traveledbylahd to the capital of Cayenne, and Americalostthatwar
tures
could i(e erected on the Mall. However, a cult was allowed to erect
took an airplane across the Atlantic Ocean to Freetown, Sierra in the Battle of the
their temple on Mall, opening the way for other religious groups to build
Leone, in West Africa. From Freetown he headed north along Harvest Moon. Of
Holocaust Memorials. AAer the Waco Holocaust Memorial is unveiled in
the coast to Guinea-Bissau Airport, arriving there course
the
the year 2000, plans have been instituted for a memorial for Indian vi!approximately 7:OOP.M. local time, November 28.
calculations don’t
tims of government atrocities, and for slaves by a group of Afro-AmenThere, less than two hours later, he boarded a DC-3 and work out properly
can ministries.
took off. His route took him eastward to Tambacounda, because you have no
Designers have submitted preliminary drawings for a beautiful white
(Senegal); from there onward into Mali with stops at Segou, notion as to what is
marble building as a fitting Memorial to the Waco Holocaust, to be comMopti, and Gao; then onward to Agadez (Niger), and Iargeau happening nor in
pleted at a cost of one-hundred-million
dollars. Because the Waco Holo(Chad). From there his plane continued to Atbara (Sudan), whatorder. Weshall
caust was an official U.S. Government operation, it is ex ected that the
and then a short final hop to Port Sudan where he arrived speak to these topics
Waco Holocaust Memorial will be built as an official U. 8 . Government
shortly after 4:OOA.M., November 30, local time. When he later. At that time
building.
arrived at Port Sudan Jones found a Tur@rop Executive theverymles ofwar
Prehminary costs for planning the Waco Holocaust Memorial have been
Transport waiting for him which was owned and operated by were altered forever.
funded by a grant from the National Commission for Judicial Reform.
Israeli Intelligence. Within 20 minutes the plane took off with
Russia
then
~~~.;~lformatton
can be obtained from NCJR, P.O. Box 1105, Staunton,
JonesandheadedupthemiddleoftheRedSeatowardtheGulf
tried
to
of Aqaba. At 6:30 A.M. local time on November 30, Jones’ America

force
“to
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I will further example this. No gold ever belonged
to anyone save the collateral held by banks-period.
There was NEVER, and both of you know it, any
personal expression offered for use of loans as drawn by
the Institute for projects. Ann Beam held NOTHING
save Leon’s own corporation and enticed him into the
trap of all traps-physical
confusion. So, to get beyond
personal confrontation we will use code letters so that
objectivity can be gained. But before we do this-you
had best start finding those SIDE AGREEMENTS because you do selves in as to credibility by keeping them
hidden. Betty Tuten, for instance, drew large sums of
INTEREST PAYMENTS regularly on her loans and
those interest agreements WERE IN-THE SIDE AGREEMENTS! YOU KNOW IT AND WE ALL KNOW ITINCLUDING THE ATTORNEYS.
So, we will look at fiduciary responsibility. George
Green set up the program of loans, etc., and was
instrumental in forming the Institute utilizing same.
HE went forth and spoke and soid and did whatever he
did. Ekkers went nowhere and did nothing save assign
aI1 of everything written to the Institute. George went
forth as an Officer and Director of the Institute, which
he later, under oath, Iied about-in addition to stealing
cash and other assets. People, this is against the law
and is CRIMINAL in both intent and action.
Now to get down to business: You, as an officer of
a corporation, go loan a bank money for their use in
business, let us say, so that they can build collateral by
purchasing gold. And, you bring in the funds agreeing
to not call the note until certain conditions exist, where
are you now? Well, secure and safe in this instance
because “you” have acted in behalf of “a corporation”,
made a loan, signed and processed side agreements
with the conditions and instructions for such as interest, call, etc., and the assumption is that when YOU did
this business transaction you were of sound mind for,
after all, you were protected by a corporation with
working structures under the law.
Now, you claim you are “mind controlled”? WHEN
DID YOU BECOME MIND CONTROLLED BY SUCH
AS ME, HATONN? When you came into the “circle” in
any way at all-you hadonly beenexposed to one or two
people-NEITHER
OF WHICH WERE EKKERS.
Ekkers never went anywhere soliciting anything-much

SpringCleaningIs
AlwavsA Nash Job
#l
YOU
ARE A SPIRITUAL
BEING
HAVING
A HUMAN
EXPERIENCE
In the facts of living it will always come to be that
if you are a souled being you WILL come, at some time,
seeking consciousness in TRUTH of your very existence. In finding various elements which reassure you
or bring you to thought possibilities of this direction or
that direction, you begin to fit pieces to your life
purpose, direction, and “knowing” together into the
motion picture called life physical. Always, however,
is present the inner searching and reaching out for that
greatest of all root structures, the very source of our
beings back into and within the Heart and Lighted Soul
Essence of our Creator SOURCE from whence we come
forth in allowance of experiencing in a free-will, logical thought sequence of presentation.
Further, every
reasonably thought-sound mind already “knows” that
for which they search. However, upon finding that
which IS in reality of knowing, the mind searches for
escape and excuses to allow a continuance of functioning in the world of physical shackles or satisfaction of
SELF-even
if that very pathway leads to total destruction and loss to the individua1. Why? Because with
finding TRUTH in self and that which IS, comes the
need beyond all needs for RESPONSIBILITY IN ACTIONS.

now well over 85 thousand dollars-that
with the already utilized, unlawfully, $40,000 paid to you and
used by your attorney Abbott, comes to some S 125,000
dollars. Now THAT is just “your” side of the trashing
taking place. Ann says that you are wronged and just
How does THIS protect
want to protect “others”?
anyone?
Now for Tuten who has literally done unconscionable and, yes indeed, criminal actions to gain another’s
corporations and therefore, assets-also
claims she
was simply brainwashed or “mind controlled”- and
“just doesn’t want this to happen to anyone else” . . .the
same silly excuse for further foolish stance. George
Green STOLE $400,000 plus a lot more. He owes the
Institute in notes (promissory on demand) now well
over $200,000-that
adds up to over $600,000 any way
you add. Why didn’t he pay you offrather than bury the
loot in his backyard or send it to Puerto Rico and Costa
Rica? And oh yes, he did send it away-to roll over
gold without tax consequences. If, as Tuten says, she is
owed $400,000 and Leon is owed $125,000 as he sayswell, add and subtract for yourselves and then we ask
you again: why, at the instructions of George Green,
Abbott and Horton, et al., do you continue to internationally BLAME people for your misery who simply are
fulfilling their LEGAL FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY TO A CORPORATION SERVING MANY GTHERS?

CONTRACTS
Individuals have come recently and caused
great pain within the hearts and souls of “others”. What they actually have done, however,
is NOT that which they planned to have evolve.
They spew half-lies and lies and then expect
others to do what? They say that all they want
is to protect “others”? Come now, who believes that lie? How can “thinking” individuals come up with such distorted thought structures? These people take their guidance from
a George Green, as a for instance, and propose
that their “contract” is somehow valid while
George Green does every evil act he can structure to deceive and FAIL TO HONOR THE
CONTRACT HE MADE WHICH WOULD
HAVE ALLOWED FULL FUNDING TO REPAY THE OUTSTANDING DEBTS TO THE
VERY PEOPLE WHO SPOUT WRONG-DOING AGAINST THEMSELVES.
Now, I shall point out in simplistic termsso all can understand-what
has happened
here and let us tie booties onto seemingly
ignorant feet. Let us example Leon Fort and
his claimed due-and-owing notes. Where are
the notes, Leon? “Who” has tied up funds?
Who is actively, every day, doing everything
possible to get the very resource of your repayment into receivership, i.e. forced Iiquidation? Above and beyond that legal entanglement, George Abbott has stated his fees are
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the less, money or gold. We stated on numerous
occasions that we have no interest or business in metals
dealing of ANY KIND. People bringing loans were
always told to attend self’s needs, that until gold prices
would double from input date and/or projects would pay
for themselves-the
agreement was to NOT CALL
ANY NOTES. That was YOUR decision-not
anyone
else’s. So, consider that you were doing business with
a bank-whose
name do you suppose would be affixed
to YOUR NOTE? That’s right, the Treasurer or Comptroller of the bank (or corporation).
Does that mean
that the Treasurer or Comptroller got the money? Does
it mean that the secretary got the money? You go down
and do business with the bank, say, Sierra National,
and does Mr. Connally, the “banker”, get your money?
Well, he is not supposed to get it.
Then, to say that somehow Ekkers forced you to get
a corporation, etc., is totally ludicrous-nobody
forced
anyone to do anything-especially
mind control you.
So, were you mind controlled by Green? Were you mind
controlled by Satan? Were you mind controlled by one
another? Who, exactly, placed you under total mind
control? You, after all, were under that “control” prior
to meeting Ekkers and/or myself. Did the kiss of the
Ann Beams of the world suddenly allow you to see
something or other? What might that have been that
she, AS THE EMISSARY (her term, not mine) of
George Green, taught you to so awaken you as to
allowing you to LOSE YOUR SIDE AGREEMENTS
AND HAVE TOTAL LAPSES IN YOUR MEMORIES?
I see, you claim to serve GOD of Light and Ann Beam
was a practicing member of a Witches’ Coven in Tucson, Arizona. So, certainly, good friends, who would
YOU listen to-a newcomer with NO INFORMATION
OF ANYTHING ABOUT WHICH SHE SPOKE-or
what you KNEW at the time of your taking action of any
kind prior to her input along with Green’s cover for his
CRIMINAL THEFTS?
I can give you another one which will “ouch” you.
George Abbott claimed to have used part of Fort’s
money to INVEST in a business opportunity. THAT IS
AS ILLEGAL AN ACTION AS AN ATTORNEY CAN
PERPETRATE.
But what happens? You go right on
building Abbott’s support system while he has drained
every drop of blood and money from your assets.
CORPORATE

RESPONSIBILITYCALLED:

The officers and directors left holding the sack after
the thieves have come and run, are the ones who must
lawfully take action to protect the corporation AND the
business transactions of those other participants, so let us
look at that in a personal focus for a minute.
EVERYONE in this corporation participationnot only KNEW but somehow still have THEIR SIDE
AGREEMENTS to not make a call except in dire
emergencies and then they would have to accept a
payment schedule, UNTIL GOLD DOUBLED IN PRICE,
ETC. Well, gold has NOT doubled in price and therefore if liquidation of enough gold to pay off your notes
is made, then the gold left is even more compromised
for all parties involved. FURTHER, any time forced
liquidation is being actively sought-by you yourselves,
then the law says responsible fiduciary actions must be
taken to protect ALL PARTIES and to hold attacking
parties in abeyance (state of inactivity). Nothing has
happened to THE NOTES in point, except that they are
held pending settlement.
If you are able to push the
Institute into receivership-you
will lose greatly because liquidation will be a LOSS, not a gain. Then, you
will have all the expenses incurred by the Corporation
in defending itself from your assaults-and
of course it
is doubtful if your attorneys are working for free-for
if they are, they certainly do continue to address the
bills to the courts and you are further being deluded by
your own team of misfits. HOW MUCH DO YOUR
ATTORNEYS TELL YOU WHO HAVE SIGNED

AWAY YOUR RIGHTS UNDER POWERS OF ATTORNEY,
TO THESE
STICKY-FINGERED
GUMBALLS?
And I repeat: WHEN DID YOU BECOME BRAINDEADED BY MIND CONTROL? Did Doris actually
do that to you? She didn’t even know your names NOR
THE NAMES OF YOUR CORPORATIONS. She did,
however, know that she was an officer and director of
the THREE CORPORATIONS Betty STOLE from the
Agent in Nevada. By the way, the parties who turned
over those corporations into Betty’s hands are now in a
terrible criminal circumstance in Nevada. And how
could Betty just somehow, the second time, become the
considered Nevada Agent for the corporations?
The
person she claimed to “serve” said she wanted nothing
more to do with those corporations, emptied bank
accounts unlawfully, and has said she wants nothing to
do with any such thing as receivership-because
obviously she is NOT BRAIN-DEAD THROUGH MIND
CONTROL AND REALIZES THE CONSEQUENCES
OF SUCH STUPID ACTIONS. She can play at ignorance and never producing any valid “stuff’ until Hell
freezes and she KNOWS that her involvement is fully
protected because the Institute will not allow you to
break the very legal protection of the Institute. You
have “bought the farm”, people, and you have associated with, now, known thieves and cheats-and there is
little anyone can do about it except hold strong. Al1 the
publicity on such as
etc., is only making you
look like total fools. And, yes indeed, they have told
exactly who did what to whom-and BETTY, you don’t
look so hot, lady. Right on the airwaves they told
exactly who did what to whom. Why? Because they
were the only ones who “bit” on the “bait” and I can
promise you that never again will anyone from Jason
Brent’s clan get even a glance from suchas Channel 29.
They have been left to open legal actions and they know
that they are in the light of terrible misguidance and
they are NOT HAPPY CAMPERS.
How dare I speak in this manner? Because the facts
are in, the documentation is here, the truth is present
for all to see and hear-and Mr. Ence even went further
to discredit himself-publicly.
There are reports that
he stole from his more recent employer and it doesn’t
look so good for his integrity which makes a total
laughing stock of the .&XX4 crew. Moreover, the
police were asked in for search and welcome seizure of
any firearms and other stashed non-legitimate “anything” from anywhere touched by the people here-and
they wouldn’t even do Ence the honor of writing on a
paper and said they wanted nothing to do with searching anything-especially
anything brought out by such
“nuts”. Further, now the Stallion Springs police look
like worse idiots in their follow-up of being “under the
control of’ (according to Jason Brent) Jason Brent.
They have been caught now with poop on their paws.
Now the WORLD has met Doris Ekker and the
consensus of opinion is that she can’t “mind-control”
anything-much
less people with intelligence. So who,
again, is the idiot involved?
Since you people have joined with Green and did
from onset of your acquaintanceship, YOU BECOME
THE “CULT”, dear ones. YOU are the followers of
something or other having formed a coalition to do
something (called a conspiracy) and sucked into the
fray even the media, in intent of bringing harm to
others. This is unlawful! I suspect that
could
probably bring charges against you as individuals or as
the group cult you have become.
We teach that suicide is wrong, theft is wrong,
dishonoring parents is wrong, lying is wrong and on
and pit-so the crews found NOTHING save embarrassmelI& upon receiving me as relative to the lies you
caused them to put to picture and words. Similar to San
Diego Heaven’s Gate whatever? No thank you-your
group may be similar; nothing here even resembles, in
your wildest dreams, any such bunch of poor MURDERED beings.
By the way, the people who stole and set up opera-
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tions right in among Nevada Corporate Headquartersare singing like the choir. Their melodious harmony,
in concert, sings the lyrics of input by your “cult” of
Green, Abbott, Horton, and you nice guys.
There were people present who witnessed the entire
conspiratorial PLAN and are spewing out the information as fast as they can “beat their gums”, I believe is
the term they are using.
It has also been a most
unfortunate thing that the courts with ongoing cases
have been drawn into the fiasco of your lies-because it
gives opportunity now for TRUTH to be entered and it
gets really touchy-gooey as to such as Horn, Brent,
Green, et al. We find it more interesting that the
“hounds” of the newsbeat are now REALLY INTERESTED IN GETTING TO THE BOTTOM OF THE
TRUTH OF THIS SITUATION COMEDY.
What did the crew find? Good business! They found
angry and hurt individuals impacted by the lies of
adversarial false-speakers who did, in fact, appear to be
idiots personified in embodiment. The entire crew became
totally respectful of MYSELF and my translator and,
regardless of what is printed or put to picture-they were
quite sincerely grateful for the experience.
You see, people, I spoke on responsibility and individual truth and, once KNOWING truth-you can never
again UNKNOW TRUTH. You can take every swing at us
that you please-BUT YOU KNOW OTHERWISE THAN
WHAT YOU CLAIM. If you were RESPONSIBLE in
TRUTH, you would go against the ones who have damaged
you-the Green Brigade-IF YOU HAVE TO BLAME
SOMEONE OTHER THAN SELF. SOMETHING REALLY IMPORTANT: THE NOTES HAVE GONE NOWHERE-THEY SIMPLY SIT. WHEN THE PRICE OF
GOLD DOUBLES FROM PURCHASE DATE OR
PROJECTS PAY BACK INVESTMENTS-THEY WILL
BE HONORED. MY QUESTION MIGHT BE, HOWEVER, “WILL THERE BE ANY ASSETS LEFT BY
YOUR ATTORNEYS?”
The interviewer flashed a bunch of papers in Doris’
face and said what do you know about these? They were to
do with something or other called Bethel something.
“Who is that?” wasthe next question and punctured the big
balloon of wind froth. “Well, these are Betty Tuten’s
corporation(s)?” “Oh, what does that have to do with
Tuten’s claims-ifthose
are corporations?” “Well, they
are Betty Tirten’s corporations,” came the reply. So, does
Betty have a claim or does Bethel whatever have a claimand what does that have to do WITH ME? The man had the
camera turned off and mumbled, “apparently nothing,” in
total embarrassment.
“Where are the side agreements?” was asked. “Oh,
there aren’t any,” was the reply. “Ah, but she received
a LOT of interest payments-so
there have to be side
agreements, DON’T THERE?” Those papers disappeared more quickly than Merlin’s vapor trail.
What really seemed to strike home, however, was
when Doris referred to EXTRA as a “tabloid”. “Wow,
we surely don’t want to hear that and, please, no, not a
tabloid.” Well?? Sometimes eating crow sticks in the
teeth. At one time while editing structure was taking
place, as would be in an interview of switching camera
focus-he asked what is meant by TRUTH and why do
you do this? After the third time he asked again for the
camera to be turned off and stated while shaking his
head again in embarrassment, “I can’t do this...”
Anyone and everyone was welcome, just as would
have been a town meeting, but even with invitations to
attend-none
of the adversarial complainers came to
the show-and-tell. Isn’t that interesting? Jason Brent
is located less than a block from the interview room.
It seems to be that actions against deliberate liars
will be held to see what WE WILL DO, ifanything. The
private talk was that they knew there was a major case
available, to the Ekkers, ifthey so-choose to act. Ifthey act,
then the liars will be pulled in and there would be no
“alternative in actions” other than to charge the speaken with
libel. What a nice day this has turned out to be, for a change
of legal pacing. Perhaps COMMON LAW?
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Together we all looked at the press reports in sequence
and seeming interchange of pictures and resources. Wow,
doesitlookbadbecauseyoucan’ttellwhenthespeechisabout
TehachapiorSanDiegoandTHEY
SAWITINTHEIROWN
VIVID COLOR PRINTS IN LIVING MOTION. One comment in response to widespread coverage even to foreign
nations-was “I think we aren’t happy today about such wide
distribution. ..”
You see, friends, when you speak false statements it
reflects, always, onto others and they are not generally pleased
with the outcome. Further, you can ridicule about E.T. s, etc.,
but God is an E.T. and when you ridicule the word of Godyou ERR If ANY MAN believes there is a God-he has just
declared that he believes in E.T.s. IT IS THE MESSAGE,
PEOPLE, PURELY
SIMPLY PUT:
Even Loon followed the “siren’s call”-and turned from
the Lighted TRUTH OF GOD. This is his, like every
individual’s, prerogative in action and intent. But it rarely
brings joy within the soul when the truth is laid forth in open
format for that SAME world of curious watchers to witness.
The point becomes: “Were you inlirm of mind when you
came upon these individuals?” Then at what point did you
become “mind controlled”? And then the obvious: ‘What is
wrong with you now, as you are in the clutches of the witches
andwarlock
Since our message is pointedly to honor, respect, serve
and have integrity in all things, and yours is to destroy your
brothers to gain for self-tough
force of the lies-who
actually appears to be the wronged or the ones who bring
wrong upon another? It reminds me of the Waco holocaust:
“Wejustwantedtosavethechildrenfromabuse,sowebumed
them all alive...”
So, should I plead for mercy upon your souls or what?
Why? Whatever you do, individual person, is YOUR BUSINES!&not mine! And further, I don’t have to judge or
punish or do anything other than speak truth and you work it
out however you will-WlTH GOD-for NO MAN has right
or privilege of doing more than inserting an opinion or
perception. Ifthey listen to the lies, then their own perception
is as warped as the original lie-bringer.
Nobody “made” anyone do anything in the PLANNING
of this &co-so
who do you blame other than selves?
Everyone, of course, thatyou can find. Well, so WHY DON’T
YOU THEN, AT LEAST, BLAME THE ONES RESPONSIBLE?
You people tried to link “nothing”to a “suicide cult”? Oh
my, it appears that your cult just committed a bit of suicide in
your own behalf.
So it comes right back to the first thought of the writing:
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on you-never mind God.
When all is said and done, and any individual person
looks to see what has stood in the way of fultillment and
achievement-it will always be as Pogo said: “I looked to see
what was in my way-and found it to be my&l” When you
GET OUT OF YOUR OWN WAY-perhaps you will again
see and hear the music of God and see the abundance of
TRUTH surrounding you-while you chose the wrong directions and pathways in blindness. When you go to a cheat, liar
or thief for your support and instructions--GuESS WHAT!
And, to YOU who applauded the “get&a-gotcha” show
on TV-better wait a while to publicly sing “we did it”because no other, not even tabloids, would touch the thing and
believe me, EX7R4 and Charmel 29 WISH THEY HAD NOT
DONE SO, AND NOBODY HAS EVEN COMPLAINED TO
THEM ABOUT IT-FROM THIS SIDE OF THE TRIBAL
PASSENGERS. The “isolation” speaks for itself-along with
the players being parked for hours at Jason Brent’s office.
Did any of the players here run away and hide? Oh
indeed-and it is not lost on our attention just which ones were
missing! We learn a lot when trouble seems to strike, don’t
we? Well, it isjustthewayit IS, andinKNOWINGthose who
will hide, it becomes obvious they didn’t, and DON’T, have
any idea what the real purpose or intention is HERE. Believe
me, several people MADE THEIR CHOICES in these days
and, even though they claim otherwise-the CHOICE IS
OBVIOUS.
Green has always said a few of you still work for himand now the suspicion falls dead upon your heads because he
has said it again while bucking up the courage of the “innocent” speakers to do their job on us. We now have a
Constitutional Law Center which is of little value anylongerGreen claimed it, claims it, and points out that the parties
involved serve him. And we have nothing upon which to base
other speculation as no one came with support from there
when the play was underway.
There is no goilty party here-so no, we will not spend
one cent on making up platitudes to anything or anyone. Ifyou
wish retractions in papers, etc., then the guilty parties might
well want to do that, but Channel 29 is running response every
half-hour in apology. And, intheirbehalf1 would thank them
for doing what they could without taking more than “newsworthy” viewings. We have heard from many in the neighborhood with positive and marvelous acceptance and requests to
be included ifthere are other interesting opportunities to come
and share and decide for selves. This is what truth is about!
Better you should ran a full page ad and invite anyone to come
and witness whatever is happening than to play into the pricey
hands of the local news Editor-because you had best go back
and read the letter from Jason Brent to George Green wherein
he speaks to shutting down fair hearing or play from local
papers, etc. Just publish that letter again right here and right
now and then ask the lawyers WHY this letter has not been
used prior to now for defense of the Ekkets in ANY suit
ongoing? This seems like MALPRACTICE to my simple
brain.
Ah indeed, you need some common-sense Common Law!
Spring cleaning is always a nasty job, people, but eventually it has to be done, doesn’t it? And, when you assume you
know more than GOD, for goodness sakes, you are in serious
trouble in your life’s journey through this maze of complications and misdimctions.
There is not ANYONE who would up and follow our
chubby little old grannie-so whoever does share, shares only
because TRUTH IN THE WORD is flowing. It is made
absolutely clear that nobody is going to do anything FOR
anyone-but only responsibility for SELF is uppermost in
importance. You who hide as lF there is wrongdoing or to
pr&ect SELF while the brother is tom to bits-is not exactly
onmylist-topforhonorsormedals.
And,bytheway,DONOT
TELL ME IT WAS FOR “OUR GOOD” FOR THAT IS AN
OUTRIGHT LIE.
May you always hold strong within the GRACE of GOD
aswewalkthroughseeminglydarkpassages--foroncethrough
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the stance must be taken and the gauntlet mu. Meet Satan
head-on and you will prevail for he is a coward and a fool
buffoon. How many fools and buffoons do YOU know this
&Y?
Do I call someone a fool or a coward? Of course-does
the shoe fit the foot? It is none of my, or “our”, business what
YOU choose to do and we will see our other tasks through to
ending-but cowards tell on selves--more clearly than almost
any other shroud of covering. Make your excuses to men,
ladies and gentlemendecause
GOD SEES THROUGH
YOUR COWARDLY EXCUSES. And you thought it unfortunate that socalled “friends” turned from Esu in his hour of
need? Oh, but the hour of need is different in eyery circumstance, is it not? Ponder on this, please, each ofyou who might
see this bit of writing and see if you would stand with God in
HIS hour of offering opportunity-r
did you, would you, or
have you, fled into hiding to protect your sorry physical assend?
Pain and hurt do not come upon ones from the so-called
“enemy”, for that is expectation in fact. The Pain of Realizationcomesfrombeingfacedsquare~bythebetrayalinhiding
of the ones calling themselves steadfast friends. Ekkers are
certainly wiser this day than yesterday and that in itself is
GOOD.
I am here to tell you watchers, however: EKKERS
WILL FOREVER BE HONORED BY THOSE PEOPLE
WHO CAME AT THE BIDDING OF THE OFFENDERS-FOR THE WOULD-BE DESTROYERS WERE
AWED BY THE TRUTH THEY FOUND AND STATED
THAT THEY “DREADED SHARING ANYTHING
WITH THE HACKERS AND EDITORS WHEN THEY
WOULD GET BACK”. THE INTERVIEWER WAS
STRUCK DUMB WITH THE “TASK OF TAKING 2
MINUTES OUT OF FIVE HOURS OF INCREDIBLE
INFORMATION”.
DON’T UNDERSELL GOD, MY
GOOD FRIENDS-EVER!
And the one they called
“their commander” in the room was absolutely blown
away and wants to know everything about everything he
found here. I ask that you pull the information on
DRIAS and get it to Mr. “X” ASAP. Yes, I mean the
TECHNICAL write-up I did for Dr. Young and Dr.
Hoffmann. We will need to protect the privacy of that
gentleman in particular. I repeat something: NEVER
UNDERESTIMATE THE WONDERS OF GOD HIS
MIRACLES TO PERFORM!
Good morning, and Dharma, I hope this brings
some peace into your being for this has been a difficult
time-but
one of the most worthy and best times you
shall ever have earned in this passage. I do need you to
take care, now that there is “time”, to attend the illness
lest we push too far in need to catch up days of non-’
writing.
Please use the tapes of the encounters as
“Word” tapes-it
is the message each of YOU have
been demanding. And, Dharma, go quietly and listen
to them yourself for it makes the poison they dished out
against you more palatable in the realization that it was
a feast of nurturing goodness instead of that which was
intended by the adversary.
As we walk steadfastly onward, it will be that those
things needed for greater service will be able to flow
secure in the recognition of being capable of our tasks.
This last edition of
USE IT! Use this new set of cirmmstances in every ongoing
suitbecausetheidiotshavealreadyusedtheirliesandput
them on record-you have every legal right to rebut and just
the Jason Brent letter SHOULD DO IT.
Doweexpecttowinorlose?Neither-butthatisnotwhat
1T IS ABOUT, is it? m
have outdone themsew even
to Horn and Chapin-USE IT.

ENCE! But the INTENT, while making this Human Experience reality, is what it is all about! If you feel thwarted or
wronged-are there not wiser ways to go about settlement
than through already known disciplined attorneys as a better
possible alternative? Can you not see your loss is Green’s
gain?
Doris had always pleaded for privacy and in five minutes
she w-asstripped of any possible privacy-FOREVER
Does
this make you advmahl
attackers happy? Do you feel
somehow better for your vengeful and false .accusations? I
hope so, for shame is your rightful reward and GOD IS
JUST-not mcesmr@ “fair” as to YOUR DRUTHERS.
Remember, w
that when you align yourself with
liars,cheatsanddeceivers-youwillbeplacedamongthemin
attitudes and perception.
1 note that Annie stated that we somehow weirdly “make
a place for...” Well, I guess she doesn’t want her place in our
securityvesselsowehaveroomforonemore,readers.
Sheand
“her” followers can go within whomever and whatever they
S&l!
findfloatingaround. But,itdidn’tworkoutwellforHeaven’s
,
Gateseekem,didit?
Theyalllookedprettymurderedtome
and since there was no ship at all-it looks even more
Opinions
of the CONTACT
ridiculous. Andyoujustwantto‘%aveothers”? Wow;double
whammy WOW! Just look what all you have saved Leon!
$E&tMWFbg Ey
~~fo~~~~
/ contributors are their own and do
Leonspokethemo5tnearlytNthtulstatementsofanyofyou.
Leon is one of the most pure in intent within his heart of any a~~~egi~ngsndregivingofthatwhichisgoodand
not necessarily reflect those of the
ofyouandyouhavetakenadvantageandevenusedhisaver
bountiful. May you always deserve the goodness which will
staff or management.
90-yearald mother to further the lies. May Leon have mercy surely flow and not be caught hiding from God or Satan when
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WHAT
OF HALE-BOPP
AND
CONNECTIONS?

believe it? Well, DO BE CONCERNED BECAUSE the
things with which “theyn are now tampering can kill YOU.
I have tried to give you clues as to what is taking
DO any of you even notice that a COMET as large place and let’s see if you have gathered any information
as Hale-Bopp is named for a couple of people who from our past writings to look at what “has to be” taking
happened upon it in the distant star-gazing one night? place here and now.
Are you kidding us all, innocent sleepers?
Let us go first of all to YESTERDAY. This massive
That very comet comes around only every 2400 Sun-flare energy-mass was coming to you at millions of
years they say? Oh, perish the thought. And ifyou have, miles per hour and was due to strike Earth’s magnetoa regularly appearing organ of the Cosmos of that size, sphere at exactly 5: 10 P.M. P.D.S.T. Ah, but what
can’t you realize that something is terribly wrong with happened? Nothing? No, a LOT HAPPENED and once
the fabricated story? Moreover, any astronomer worthy again you ate it up like candy and cursed the people who
of the salt on his breakfast
wrong warned you to take some precautions enough to unplug
here. So is “that Be-Bopp ‘thing’ going to hit you or your precious computers.
what?” Well, if it does, it will have its lights turned
off-won’t
it? My, isn’t it even a concern to you that
SPACE
SHUTTLE
SHORT
TRIP
you are fed such trash and, more embarrassing, you
What was that Shuttle supposed to be doing in the
first place that had to have an emergency bring-back?
What happened that excused the short trip? Pay attention lest you miss your graduation. Was there truly a
shut down of power generator? Or, did they have to
bring the Shuttle back to MISS the event scheduled for
yesterday7 You will find TODAY that several of the
non-New World Order satellites are OUT and totally
non-functional.
It is called “selective demolition”.
But, you might be comforted to realize that some of
your own nasty toys are ALSO OUT TODAY-AND
THEY CAN’T EVEN COMPLAIN BECAUSE YOU
NEVER KNEW THEY WERE “UP THERE”.

.
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MISSING
BOMBER,
WITH
BOMBS
YET!
Now readers, how do you LOSE a multi-million
SSS aircrafi with four (non-nuclear, of course) bombs
aboard along with ARMED MACHINE GUNS
MISSILES READY FOR LAUNCH? By the way, the
aircraft was later caught changing course before vanishing into the thin air of invisibility. Is this a common
happening except in the movies? Yes.
Look at the story and then WAKE
for the second
snooze alarm should be annoying you about now. Why
do they tell you the bombs are “non-nuclear” and even
on impact “can’t detonate”7 Bombs are MADE TO
DETONATE ON IMPACT TO ANYTHING-IF
THEY
ARE NON-NUCLEAR.
So, you now know that that
plane carried nuclear armed warheads on the four
missiles. Also the aircraft was “later” caught “circling” over parts of Arizona and Colorado. Did the
aircraft become a drone without a pilot or what? And,
that was three days ago AFTER having used up its fuel
supply many hours before being sighted. Miracles
never seem to cease.
ROCKET

“Using Mind-Control Deprogramming
TechniquesIn Therapy”
ADVANCETICKET PURCHASES
Tel: (520) 284-9449

TO

HALE-BOPP?

Does anyone find it stranger yet that just an hour or
so prior to the supposed and expected HIT to Earth of
the Sun-energy ball, that a camera-armed (sure, and
your dog has no fleas) missile rocket was launched
(from White Sands?) to go take a six-second, or something equally silly, picture of Hale-Bopp and gently
send the camera back to Earth in a protective cone or
something!
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for it is not yet DUE-but you have to figure out what
to do about it when it DOES show up, don’t you’? Or,
it will simply wipe out all life-forms on your planetand yes, it has happened on the moons of Jupiter, Mars,
Venus and thus and so right through vour solar svstem.
More clues: How is i;that up &ii less than an hour
of STRIKE time yesterday, the energy ball was MASSIVE and suddenly it was unimportant and far less in
size than “thought”. Are you telling me that you can
EXACTLY time impact but you can’t tell what size is
the object? Moreover, the energy mass suddenly wasn’t
going to cause any noticeable damage or interference7
But this was only discerned just minutes prior to hit?
SO

66 9,
YOU
WHY
DID
1 WARN
TO TAKE
PRECAUTIONS’1

I asked you to be urgently warned because the
energy mass was already in your Stratosphere and was
igniting large areas of the radiation belt-you
know,
like sending off duplicates of the Sun-flares and of the
same energy frequency. With each strike it was still
possible to extinguish the hot spots but it almost got
completely out of control in a chain reaction. Your
scientists were NOT having a good afternoon. And NO,
you will not have regular warnings every time the
scientists hick-up (these are scientists who have no
more brains than to be hicks playing “up” there where
they can wipe out a planet).
HOW

MANY
THE

OF YOU
REMEMBER
LIGHT
SHOW?

Remember the last holographic light show-and-tell
of the other so-called comet which somehow faded out
of the sky and already out of memory? Nobody even
remembers what silly charade name you called it. Well
join the crowd of famous amateur comets’ friends.
Blue vapor trails represent man-made gasses and
LIGHT colors. Orange trails represent particles in a
FRICTION-capable atmosphere and a
in front represents a simple ball of gasses or
projection.
We inspected the thing early on, were photographed
inspecting the thing, and have sat back and
you silly people at your games. You know what?
Hardly anyone even takes the time to LOOK UP at the
show. Are you dead? Are you accustomed now to the
tricks? What is it that a RARE happening commands
NO ATTENTION WORTHY OF NOTE? Who cares??
On the front page of the above-referred-to
there is a picture of the so-called
“mass”. But, there is no headline or article referencing
it at all on the front page. The headlines start with
“Gingrich favors capital gains, estate tax cuts” and
“City votes to build new arena”, “Kidnap victim returns
home; husband sought”, “SSI stops Internet service”,
and “Panel agrees to probe gifts”.
Does this really seem like something that COULD
WIPE OUT A PLANET AND SHUT DOWN EVERY
ELECTRONIC DEVICE ON YOUR GLOBE AS BEING “REAL”-TO THE MEDIA?
If you feel like Pollyanna on the Primrose Pathyou ARE! And, you better listen to Chuck Yeager
he says that when these things happen-the
govemment is always covering up SOMETHING.
I finally find something worthy of repeating from
the politician Bob Dole:
porn an
(oh, he really means
politician)
of
” This was also printed in the same
paper of this date.
So, back to HALE-BOPP:
How many of you regular readers REMEMBER the
lectures on “sight” as in “eyes” and recognition of
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location of moving objects in, or out of, the atmosphere?
We measure “distance” and projection by
frequency and particle friction. A sharp silver-white
movement with no “TRAIL” is the movement of something of such speed that it is but a flicker in eyesight
recognition but represents millions, or at the least
thousands, of miles of location shift-no orange vapor
trail. IN THE ATMOSPHERE there will always be a
trail of golden or orange after-burn. In “Hale-Bopp”
you have both a blue trail AND an orange after-burnbut actually DO YOU HAVE EITHER7 No, you do not.
Now, let us look at eyes and how you “see”. When
you look at, say, bright stars, you “see” by looking at
them with the “cones” of the eye which better “see”
bright and high-frequency “wave pulses”. When you
look to the more lower-frequency light emitters, good
example Pleiades FROM Earth, you “see” better in the
peripheral vision fields-the eye “rods”. This is equally
true of reverse imaging. So, if you do not directly look
AT the galaxy OR HALE-BOPP, but focus off-center,
and now, actually, between the “comet” and Pleiades,
almost directly across from one another-you
will find
you can better “see” BOTH. If you have any common
sense-you
can now KNOW that one is a total FAKE.
The other way you KNOW it is a total FAKE is by
its lame-brain NAME. You do not name anything so
magnificent as this so-called COMET by some overt
project title-like
the new project
But is this dangerous?
Oh indeed, because any
game in town is now having the capability of creating
anything heinous and blaming it on Sun flares or HaleBeBopp. You can even murder whole cults of people
who just happen to be expert COMPUTER HACKERS
AND INTERNET GURUS WHO HAD FOUND THE
PROJECT CODES.
By the way, for those of you who have followed the
local Channel 29 tale of cults and gurus--I DID NOT
SAY THE PEOPLE IN SAN DIEGO HAD BULLET
HOLES IN THEM-I
SAID THE PEOPLE, ALL OF
THEM, IN JONESTOWN HAD BULLET HOLES IN
THEM. It came out through the media that I said those
in San Diego were murdered and had bullet holes in all
of them. Please correct that-the
ones in San Diego
were killed and then finished off with plastic bag
suffocation-a
beautifully executed project of such as
Delta Force, U.S.A.
PREPARE

TO

GET

RADIATED

Pay attention and keep your “emergency” stuff
pretty handy. You are going to find, over and over
again-until
you stop paying any attention whatsoever-that
you will be threatened with computer and
electronic break-downs-until
the government can clean
out your computers of unwanted “memories”. You are
also, at the same time, being RADIATED with highfrequency LIGHT rays with very damaging capabilities.
By the way, a LIGHT ball of the size created for
Hale-Bopp can also wipe out large portions of a planet
through simple radiation a&particle strikes. Remember that photons are charged light particles.
This
means that THIS HOLOGRAM IS MADE UP OF
CHARGED LIGHT PARTICLES IN A CONGLOMERATION OF VERY DANGEROUS FREQUENCIES.
The “cult” in San Diego just happened to find out that
little piece of information and was beginning to scatter
the truth to the world on their Internet integration
transmissions.
And so, why am I left alone to prattle the TRUTH?
Easy answer-I
am of the Hosts of GOD and the assumption is that not very many people will even listen
to such as myself. Moreover, it is not wise to tamper
and tinker with “Mother Nature’s” game players.

Dharma
truth-bringer
,-‘ : I ,,:i,t

(dharma) is simply a term MEANING
or speaker, messenger, etc. It is for
L,.‘I,..
, . - I , ,~
I i i : : 1 ,e! /,

identification.
So who is, then, Doris Ekker? Simply
a receiver and translator-just
as is anybody who can
hear and translate Cosmic frequency waves, i.e., hears
and speaks to God, et al. Psychic? No, whatever the
term might mean-because
all have access to all else.
So, in all the recent hype on international television presentations, what happens to her’? Well, the
FACTS are, good people, that anybody not knowing
this person will not EVER recognize the presented
image and the REAL DORIS EKKER! Already the
calls are rushing back from people who saw that travesty of presentation, saying it is NOT the same “Doris”.
Doris didn’t even recognize herself and that is EXACTLY THE WAY WE PLANNED IT. IT IS CALLED
ON-SITE PROTECTION COVER. I promise you, little
friend, that when the “Big Nasty Boys” come lookingthey won’t recognize the REAL product. Doris, in fact,
was and is relieved, but considers that we could have
been a bit more flattering. No, when representing “me”
we will not make it flattering because the truth is what
is necessary-not
the “radio”. WE WANT NO ATTENTION TO THE “RADIO” WHATSOEVER!,
We are NOT in the world entertainment business
although that is about what the regularity of informa-

tion has become in the paper-as people just wait for
the next series presentation of the soap-opera. So be it.
Our job is to put the information there for whoever
wants it-and you can do whatever you will with it.
Remember the old prophecies, dear readers. The
directly told prophecy is that there will be miracles and
wonders unseen ever in history in these days just prior
to the millennium change, and you are now witnessing
what appear to be miracles BUT ARE ACTUALLY
ONLY MAGIC TRICKS. You are also told to beware
false prophets and those who claim to be THE messiah
but are counterfeits. You do that which you will as you
try for gusto in some measure of your now boring lives
in your stuporous sleep-but
these false things will
utterly destroy you and, if not careful-will
destroy the
globe AND THE SPECIES OF HUMAN INHABITING
SAME.
CONTRADICTIONS
Everywhere you look you will find contradiction
piled upon contradiction.
It is only a part of the
dumbing down of mankind in general measure.
If
people are not given truth in historic documentation,
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term abortion” or murder of any life-form. Remember:
” BUT, readers, it is not my
problem to judge or do anything else-IT
IS YOUR
TASK TO DISCERN AND CONSIDER JUST WHAT
IS THE INTENT OF THESE ATROCITIES AND WHAT
IS THE IMPACT UPON YOURSELVES, THAT IS,
YOUR SOULS-THE
REAL “YOU” OF YOUR PRESENTATION. Mine is to not interfere with free-will
[QUOTING:]
choices. God’s one cause of demanding responsibility
as individual-is
through YOUR choices and intents,
YELTSIN
WANTS
RUSSIAN
as those individual fragments of GOD’S PERFECT
EAGLE
THOUGHT. When youcall evil, good, you
dropped
MOSCOW-President
Boris Yeltsin asked Parlia- off the bottom of the measuring scale, readers. That is
not MY PROBLEM-THAT
is YOUR problem. These
. ment Tuesday to formally adopt Russia’s red, white
blue flag and double-headed eagle as the country’s attitudes and choices are THE measure of individual
national symbols.
The proposed law, submitted to intent and are NOT any of my business other than to be
parliament on .Tuesday, apparently would stave off quite saddened by such massively conspired acceptance
of evil which turns you AWAY FROM THE WONattempts by the Communist Party and other hard-liners
DROUS REWARDS OF GOODNESS AS LIMITS THE
to reinstate the Soviet anthem, flag and hammer-and“ME”
SOUL’S PURPOSE OF FULFILLMENT.
sickle emblem.
“KNOWING” IS NOT THE SAME AS “YOU” “KNOWING”. I CAN ONLY “KNOW” FOR MYSELF-AND
[END OF QUOTING]
then only the LIES are retained.
I wonder how many of you even notice, much the
less analyze, little presentations and articles in anything you read or are offered in the media. Example?
Well, here is one from
April 9,
1997 (yesterday):

YOU FOR YOURSELF-PERIOD.
TRUTH

Anything and everything is “truth” but this is not
the question usually being asked. What is really asked,
is what is meant by THE TRUTH?
In “things” it is that which REALLY happened or
happens rather than the revised and false presentations
by manipulators and would-be kings.
THE TRUTH OF MAN is that which represents
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY in both intent and
actions regarding that which is come into your attention as factual TRUTH. It is THAT CONDITION
WHICH EXISTS when you KNOW what is RIGHT and
act according to responsible intent within that KNOWING. Man individual is BORN (BIRTHED) KNOWING RIGHT FROM WRONG-IT IS THE BASIC IMPLANT OF GOD CREATOR UPON SOUL (CONSCIENCE). ONCE YOU “KNOW”, THERE IS NEVER
AGAIN “UNKNOWING”, ONLY INTENTIONAL

Say what? Is not the eagle, red, white and blue the
symbolic things of the U.S.? Not the same, good
friends, so don’t get distracted.
THE DOUBLEHEADED EAGLE is the logo and “flag” of the House of
Romanoff-or
the Czar of Russia prior to being put
down by the Communist Jews in the Russian Revolution in 1917-19. The double-headed eagle is also the
symbol of, say, the,Lakota Sioux indians (native Americans). It is also, believe it or not (shock coming), the
sign often used as the “highest of the Phoenix logos”.
So what are “they” doing? Well, obviously games are
afoot if nothing else-right?
So what? Well, people, a
FLAG is basically the “color of the turban” of national
symbols. Just as tribes have certain colors or costume,
including turbans, so too are
represented in the
FLAGS of identification and recognition.
but what do you get fed back to you if you ask
what is a “turban”? Well, you will usually be told it is
something those weird Indians (from India) and Turkey
and New York wear on their heads. Or, you will
immediately get the “towel” trick answer regarding the
Muslims and Arafat of Palestine. You know:
reply of the Israeli and Palestinian conflict-“the
towel
heads vs. the chosen”. My goodness, do you people ever
have a LOT TO LEARN.

What do YOU mean by “what is to be done”? By
WHOM? You suggest I do something or other? Forget
it-1 am not going TO DO ANYTHING. If you don’t
like what is happening, then I SUGGEST YOU DO
SOMETHING ABOUT IT TO CHANGE THINGS.
You think to “go back” to something or other will
do it? Go back to WHAT? WHEN WAS THERE EVER
A PERFECT AND WONDERFUL SOCIETY ON YOUR
GLOBE’? The evil
were murdering and misleading whole masses of people with their lies-all the way
back to ancient Egypt and early Holy Land escapades.
Or, perhaps you don’t object to feeding Christians to
lions, etc., as being a bit weirdly sacrificial in actual
practice7 Is YOUR form of entertainment better these
days? Or your “choices” better?
I have been asked these past days about silly things
of Earth-content
in societal perceptions and one of
those is “freedom of choice” as to “women” and “abortion”. What has one to do with the other? Abortion is
MURDER in any definition from conception to whenever! What mean you by WOMAN’S CHOICE?

woman is raped by force-it

Even if a
NOT require a “late

caps)
(800)
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MANIPULATION -OF EGO CHOICES TO REFUSE
OR ACCEPT THE FACTUAL TRUTH OF ANY CIRCUMSTANCE.
“Evil”, I must remind you, is simply the deliberate
action of pulling self or another from the path toward
God in right intent. “Sin” is error of intent or actionwhile moving toward the perfection of God. So, IS
there evil and is there sin? Of course, but what else is
new or shocking to your limited perceptions?
AND
WHAT DOES GOD DEMAND OF YOU?
I might remind you, however, that until you move in
intent worthy of righteousness you ,are NOT going to
flip over and be snatched into the perfection of God’s
reality in that perfection. Who wants a murderer in the
living room while he tinkers with ways of stealing
whatever is of value in that living room? YOU WILL
LEARN YOUR LESSONS OR YOU WILL BE DESTINED TO KEEP WORKING AT THE CLASSROOM
LEVEL UNTIL YOU GET WISE. I did NOT say
“smart”-1
said “WISE”. Wisdom in Knowing and
Wisdom in Actions is the GOAL, friends, WITHIN
THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION. “Smart”
usually should be followed by the term “aleck” which is
a self-acclaimed ego trip to non-wisdom.
Let me also point out that even the term “right
stuff’ tells it all. “Stuff’ is a physical something. So
at best you can only have the “correct” “physical something” if your terminology be correct in definition.
Right WISDOM, however, defines instantly: Mind
knowing in right intent-and
is usually followed by
physical action which reflects that right intent. Right
“stuff” usually means we are going to get shown some
really idiot actions as a result of pride and ego of the
actor.
And just what purpose does the perpetuation of
these stupid antics serve? DISTRACTORS from the
REALITY of what is taking place at the very basic level
of survival.
While you watch Hale-BeBopp for instance, you are NOT seeing the glazed-eyed stare of
death from starvation and plague in your neighborhood, and much the less in Zaire, a world around the
opposite side of your globe. And WHY the death and
torment? Depopulation at the hands of the depopulator
politicians who would own and enslave your world.
How callous can you get? Well, one quote from a
politician was: “Why don’t those people just eat the
flies that swarm on them and they would be wellfed.“-chuckle
chuckle???
I think your Ted Turner
said something in response to being asked about the
San Diego suicides: “Good, that gets rid of 39 more
nuts.” Would he feel more interested over 39 Delta
Force murders? It is all in perception, isn’t it? Human
(HIGHER UNIVERSAL man) has lost his compassion,
his direction, and his very Humanity. No self-respecting ALIEN entity would even want to walk on your
place in this stench of rotting degradation, so perish the
thought about war of the space cadets, readers. And
guess what: the war of the players is that of good and
evil, while evil tries to smack down all goodness. It is
working so far-BUT,
THE FACTS ARE THAT GOD
WINS, so obviously the days of the evil brigade are
somewhat numbered, aren’t they? Or, GOOD intent
can begin to come to the surface and evil can be put to
pasture-and
THAT is directly up to YOU. Force can’t
do it. War can’t do it. “Another” can’t do it. YOU
HAVE TO DO IT! And THAT brings you right back
around to TRUTH. Responsibility in knowing!
“Why were YOU assigned to do this?” asked the
interviewer.
And then “I” was asked: “Why did you
choose her?” My response is and was: “WHO ELSE DO
YOU SUGGEST?” WHO ELSE DO YOU SUGGEST
SERVE THE HOSTS AND GOD? WOULD YOU
CHOOSE THE LOCAL INDOCTRINATED BAPTIST
OR METHODIST
OR MUSLIM?
THOSE ARE
MANMADE RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR RUNNING A PHYSICAL CULT-AND
CULT IS SUITABLE IN EVERY DETAIL AND DEFINITION. With
GOD there is only a “cult” or “group” of individual
QNE to THE UNIVERSAL ONE. ALL ELSE IS PHYSI-

CAL LIMITATION OF THE HIGHEST FORM-MANIPULATION THROUGH RELIGIOUS EDICTS.
Dharma doesn’t make any changes nor
she
“edit” what is brought forth. She has no obligation to
anyone else, no intent or desire for recognition-in
fact, is angered and dismayed at publicity or recognition. So, YOU would,choose someone else? WHY? Do
YOU want entertainment and warped truth-AGAIN?
Man does NOT want TRUTH-even
though he claims
jtherwise-for
TRUTH DEMANDS RESPONSIBILITY and “let somebody else do it” just doesn’t cut it.
I’m going to change the topic a bit-but it does not
change the focus, as we offer a letter from a reader
which seems to have been sent around the middle of
March, this year.
[QUOTING:]
16 March 1997
HATONN:
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EVERY MAN, EVERY THING, OF CREATOR/CREATION IS

You also state you “have a copy of COLOR, COMMUNISM AND COMMON SENSE by Manning
Johnson, a Negro who was a communist for ten years
it?”
and then told the’ truth. Would you care to
read it? Or do you mean that should you send
these books to Doris to read? She has rooms full of
books which people send FOR ME TO READ.
If I am to PUT DOWN one group against anotherthen I am no better than the worst lying thief or killer
on the globe! I would not be worthy to touch my
FATHER’S toe if I would be bigoted and selective of
one of HIS creations over another. Why should I serve
you of dark brooding hatred of the Blacks just because
you were a “cop” and you, “if your memory serves you”
believe a Huey P. Newton was a “cop killer”7 Perhaps
some cops deserve other than gentle attention in simple
SELF-DEFENSE of the underprivileged?

It seems writing to you is a waste of time because if
you don’t agree with it, you won’t print it. [II:

a

Your latest about “Control of Black Community.. .”
pats the BLACK PANTHERS on the back.
I worked for Oakland Police Dept. when these
bastards were passing out blatant Communist literature.

If
my memory serves me correctly [H:

this

Black Panther Party leader, Dr.
Huey P. Newton (as you reverently refer to him) murdered a police officer in that city in the 60s. Why not
call him for the “Cop Killer” that he is?
You failed to tell us about the attempt by Communist Negroes who attempted to establish a Soviet Negro
Republic in America carved out of 6-7 states in the
South.
I have a copy of
by the Communist John Pepper if you would
care to read it.
And I do believe all help possible should be given
to victims like O.J. Simpson and any other victim of
this tyrannical government we have.
[END OF QUOTING]
This person is from Oregon and otherwise I will
protect his identity-for
he is a “good person” and I
want in no way to belittle or be sarcastic in a personal
manner. This is offered as an example and, I hope, for
thought provocation.
While you hate one another, be you White, Black,
Little Gray, Green, or Amber-Purple, you CANNOT
OVERCOME YOUR BIGOTRY AND/OR YOUR
PROBLEMS AS A PEOPLE.
What was in 1960 while the Negroes desperately
tried to find a center of ability to improve their lotthey tried every doctrine, INCLUDING but not limited
to “Communism”. They simply tried to tind a workable
solution through guidance of the higher (claimed) authors of the day.
I made no personal reference to a man named Huey
P. Newton but, yes indeed, I respect and revere the
person in point, I don’t know Huey P. Newton-BUT

If you live in the past and hold hatred and grudges
from the past-you are destined to doom from the past.
Every effort politically and judicially is being focused
on racial strife, genocide and to precipitate racial riots
and finally, WAR. WHAT MAKES YOU “BETTER”?
Well you are NOT “BETTER” OR “WORSE” OR “INBETWEEN”, EXCEPT IN YOUR LACK OF WISDOM. Or, are you Black in racial color-for you do not
say-but I note everyone ASSUMES that you are quite
WHITE-or at the least of neutral tone to pinkish hue.
I also remind all of you-that
I RESPECT AND
REVERE all things for ALL THINGS
I fully respect my most avowed ENEMY and it is time
you begin to respect yours. I disagree with God’s
adversaries and therefore I do not BECOME them to
deal with them. Are my enemies LESS than myself?
No. Surprise?
They are simply not yet living in
TRUTH and WISDOM and therefore I am “more advanced in knowledge” t”han they-not
either better or
worse. The POTENTIAL is exactly THE SAME.
I am not interested in such as “Islam” or “Muslim”
or Moslem or Christian or Jewish Talmudic. I am only
interested in the soul of mankind as a WHOLE. I would
suggest you stop being bigoted and LISTEN to Mr.
Farrakhan. Is he a perfect something or other-other,
that is, than a perfect Louis Farrakhan? No, and to
become somehow stronger to be a replacement tyrant is
not suitable either-BUT,
in presenting the TRUTH OF
GOD ALLAH-ATON,
HE IS ‘RIGHT ON’-no more
and no less. Man issues are not suitable here as
comparison, for in every RELIGION-there
is gross
error and purely destructive attitudes as established by
MAN physical.
As long as lineage and racial colors are the focus
instead of MAN GOD ISNESS, there shall be no GREAT
society worthy of taking note. As long as you work on
“better” or “lesser” ideas as prototypes and lump all
into the diseases of the one or few-you can’t change
into a FREE society of anything.
Will anyone listen to me? Yes, at least ONE and
one is actually all that is necessary, right? RIGHT!
And will this corresponding man listen to me? Yes,
he already has done so or he would not have taken his
time to write to me. And THAT is why I mean no
offense to his perceptions for HE AT LEAST TOOK
THE TIME TO READ AND THINK AND RESPOND.
I am grateful in my thanks.
Let us close this writing lest we drag on into
boredom. Thank you for sharing with me for a while
and may the wisdom we CAN gain be reflected in our
actions this, and every, moment of the gift of living
experience offered us by God.
Salu.
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session-forcing
a null and void treaty and agreement
illegally, unconstitutionally, and unlawfully upon the
American people, who opposed the Act 1,000 to 1.
Subsequently, Executive Order 103 10 was issued,
alleged by the President of the Untied States to be a
power granted to him by the
The President included in this Executive Order a Sec. 5 (c) which “turns the powers of the office
of the President over to the Department of Defense”.

The accompanying map is a reprint of “World
Government Plan”; “Adopted by the World Association of Parliamentarians for World Government”. An
official Document, No. 7277, issued by the State Department, outlines a plan to disarm the U.S.A. completely and put us under a World Government military dictatorship run by the United Nations.
Fellow Americans, most of us have lived all our
lives believing in a U.S.
fighting WARS
and losing our LIVES Under an Oath to the
lived our lives believing in
the Cold War and the “bad guys” while thinking those
we allegedly voted for were the “good guys”. We have
worked and paid our taxes as constituents of the ConAnd now, at an age of
what should be our golden years, documents such as
this “1952 Treaty” fall into our hands, evidencing that
we have been deceived by the Federal Government.
The Federal Government has violated the international
guidelines on treaty laws.
If I remember correctly, International Treaty Law
and the Rights to Treat, No. XXX111 or XXXIV (it’s
in the XXX’s), prohibits treaties made under false
pretenses which are deceptive, and violate the
of the
and such treaties are null and void.
State Dept. Publication 7277 was signed into law
in 1961 by President John F. Kennedy. Didn’t your
government tell you about it?? The document begins,
“The Nations of the World, conscious of the crisis in
human history produced by the revolutionary development of modern weapons within a world divided by
serious ideological differences.. .” Oh barf!! This
sounds so much like the Preamble to the U.N.
it is disgusting.
Can’t they get someone else to
write these things? They talk about the “Nations of
the World” being conscious of this. Aren’t the nations the people? No one asked me what I think! This
is nothing more than the Elite’s orchestrated chaos to
divide and conquer!
The document continues, “Determined to save
present and succeeding generations from the scourge
of war and the dangers and burdens of the arms race...”
Anyone with knowledge of what is really happening
knows that it is the World Controllers who have orchestrated and continue to orchestrate and control all
wars and the fake arms race for the specific purpose
of controlling all of humanity.
7277 disarms the world in three stages. Stages I
and II are already done. To quote directly, “In Stage
III progressive controlled disarmament and continuously developing principles and procedures of international law would proceed to a point where no state
would have the military power to challenge the progressively strengthened U.N. Peace Force.. .” And at
that point, which we are fast approaching, the accompanying map would take fulI effect!
Under Stage III, section (c), “The manufacture of
armaments would be prohibited except for those of
agreed types and quantities to be used by
Forces and those reauired to maintain internal

order. All other armaments would be destroyed or converted to peaceful purposes.” When complete, only our
Elite Controllers will control all arms. We no longer
need them anyway, for only Truth and the Light will
accomplish the acceptable reclamation of our World.
Those who honestly represent the American people,
who accept remuneration and compensation from the
American People, should immediately commence a
House Bill to repeal and rescind all laws & treaties not
made in pursuance to the
which violate the original primary treaties of
the VIth Article of the original
of and for
The United States, more formally known as the Enabling Act. The
is a treaty between the
sovereign civil government of the territorial states of
“the Union of Republics”, with the “civil government
of the United States”. We, as a Union of Republics,
have the primary treaty; and this treaty has been broken by those
deceived us, while being paid by us
to represent us, by oath and affirmation, “To uphold,
protect and defend the

Folks, I received a FAX on Palm Sunday which
informed me that the headwaters of all rivers flowing
into the Missouri River are being held upstream by
to overflowing. Add to this
the Fact that the river channels of the Missouri, Mississippi, Allegheny, and Ohio Rivers have not been
dredged in 20 years, and you have a formula for potential flooding disaster! Apparently, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers has sold off all the dredging equipment!
Sounds like a plan to me.
If those dams were blown, or simply burst from
too much pressure, at the same time that our weather
controllers
dumped massive rains throughout the
Midwest Region, an incredible flood would wash out
everything in the Mississippi River valley all the way
to,
Then Executive Order 103 10 could be implemented along with all the
with a
planned economic collapse or some other catastrophies
the stage could be set to bring out
Police
Force (U.N.) to keep
handouts)! 11
US. Representative Duncan Hunter (R-CA) and
others are trying desperately to find out what in the
Hell
gone on, and are trying to stop the Chinese
buy-out of our Naval facilities, and the corruption in
the White House, U.S. Representative Hunter’s telephone number in California is (619) 579-300 1. His
fax (619) 579-2551. His office address: 366 S. Pierce,
El Cajon, CA 92020. Representative Hunter,
I know, is as concerned about al1 of this as are the rest
of us Americans. He has the ear of other concerned
U.S. Representatives; he needs our help. We can stop
this madness if we act NOW!!!
Grandma Herrman-Herman

For any Congressman, Senator, President or Judiciary member to support these treasonous actions such
as evidenced in this Document No. 7277 is an act of
treason. Mixed war has been declared openly on the
American people by our elected representatives, and
their committees. Sadly, there is no other way to define what has been ongoing since the 1947 finalization of the Bretton Woods Agreement than to call it
Treason. The Bretton Woods Agreement is
known
as Public Law 94-564 (International Law).
The Bretton Woods Agreement is also the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Constitutional Law mandates all treaties and agreements must
be ratified by the U.S. Congress within two years after
the treaty
or
agreement
is
signed.
If not
signed within
those two years,
the treaty or al- Here is the one radio every prepared citizen
liance is null
must have. A revolutionary hand crank
and void. The generator powers the radio for 30 minutes
original GATT from only 20 seconds of winding! Needs no
(Bretton Woods batteries, you are guaranteed Shortwave,
Agreement) re- AM and FM reception no matter what! This
radio does not require electricity or batteries
ceived its final
signature
in but instead runs all functions on one 20
1947, but was second winding. Award winning design has easy flip out crank,
never ratified by rugged ABS plastic case, large high quality speaker, antennas for
both shortwave and AM/FM reception, easy to view frequency
the U.S. Contuner,
optional jacks and much more. Weight 6 3/4 Ibs. size 16”L x
gress within the
mandatory two 12”H x 8”D, warranty. This radio has won praise, endorsements,
and awards from all over the world, and has proved itself worthy in
years.
Mr.
some of the remotest points on the planet. And, if all this were not
Clinton shoved
reason enough, this radio is good looking too; so enjoy it in your
that unconstituhome-but make no mistake, your radio is built for the most rugged
tional
treaty
or remote circumstances and emergencies.
OUI
down
104th U.S.
Congress while
in a lame duck

ot,
AC
adapter. Plug in for long
hours of listening. Order

YAT\AT)T
rtA”i-%lI, *,*nn
9 t L.l

Boost reception of far away
stations. Order #COIL, $2 I SO
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cases-it
was one of several
about 1,800 Canadian women
breast implants made by Dow
trvine to
together a suit

BRE-X
BEYOND
From
(Toronto), Monday,
March 3 1, 1997, [quoting:]
Just when you thought the Bre-X saga couldn’t get
any more incredible, it does exactly that. Even before
last week’s revelations, which called into question the
company’s Busang gold discovery and obliterated almost $3-billion worth of market value in a matter of
minutes, the story was already one of the most bizarre
soap operas the market has seen in decades.
The rags-to-riches tale of a bankrupt mining promoter working out of his basement and discovering a
gold deposit larger than any other in history captivated
investors and the media. And yet, even as it was unfolding, it seemed so outrageous that if you had proposed it as a movie script, it would have been laughed
out of town for being unbelievable.
David Walsh, a man who had been trying to turn
his little penny stock into a real company for almost
a decade, a man who .had gone bankrupt buying
options on this or that pile of dirt in some faraway country, suddenly hit what looked like the mother
lode. The market, disbelieving at first, jumped on
board and Mr. Walsh’s penny stock soared past the $280
level.
‘.I1en’things started to get strange. The Indonesiau government talked about seizing a chunk of the
property and forcing Bre-X into a marriage with
Barrick Gold Corp.
B&es].
Just as suddenly, Barrick was out of the picture and Indonesian magnate Mohammed “Bob” Hassan
was calling the shots, arranging a deal with Freeport
McMoran. Then, just when everyone was convinced
the saga was over, Bre-X’s No. 2 geologist jumped out
of a helicopter.
While the implications of that were still reverberating through the market, unverified reports raised the
possibility that Busang might contain no gold whatsoever. These reports were dismissed not just by Bre-X
but by several analysts. Incredibly, a few days later
Bre-X said an independent firm had in fact questioned
the validity of the company’s results.
Despite comparisons with Calgary’s Timbuktu
Gold, whose stock plummeted after reports that its gold
discovery was bogus last year, there is a vast difference between the two cases. Timbuktu’s fraudulent
results, which were based on “salted” drill samples,
were exposed within a matter of months. Bre-X, by
contrast, has been promoting its deposit for more than
two years.
Bre-X didn’t just claim to have a little pile of gold
and then try to cash in on it right away-it has drilled
hundreds of holes, and ratcheted up its estimates to 35
million ounces from 20 million, then to 70 million and
finally to mind-boggling levels like 200 million.
Mr. Walsh is no rocket scientist, but it seems inconceivable that anyone in his right mind would attempt a hoax of such Brobdingnagian proportions. This
was not just a company pretending to have five or ten
million ounces of gold, an amount which-until
BreX came along-was
still considered a significant discovery. Bre-X was asking the mining industry and the
investment community to believe it had found 10 times
that much.
For the past year, dozens of respected analysts in
both Canada and the United States have been convinced
that Busang contained between 35 million and 70 million ounces. Nesbitt Burns analvst Eeizio Bianchini
~-_--
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firms that represented
who suffered from faulty
Corning and is currently
on behalf of victims of

ion lawsuit in the United
States seems t% simply require a typewriter and a trip
t Botts LLP?]
said recently he wouldn’t be surprised if the site had to the courthouse -a Texas firm
more than 100 million ounces. Barrick, while negoti- filed an 11-page claim within two days (Two
of Bre-X’s
ating with the company before Freeport stepped in,
never once raised any suspicions about the validity of stunning fall from grace.
Canadian courts are more difficult to impress. [End
the company’s results.
How could so many intelligent and knowledgeable
quoting]
people be hoodwinked? Many Bre-X investors clutch
at the belief that Freeport might be orchestrating the
whole affair to try and drive Bre-X’s share price down
UP FROM THE ABYSS
so it can take over the company.
Some feel that even if there were improprieties in the drilling, founder
David Walsh could be as much a victim as anyone.
If Mr. Walsh was involved in $30
$30
what would clearly be the largest
mining swindle since the bad old
20
days of the 1950s and 196Os, why
would he not have fled long before
10
10
now? Much attention has focused on
0
the $15 million or so Mr. Walsh and
0
his wife made selling some stock
when the price was high last fall, but
he and several associates still own a
40
lot of stock. Why keep any?
30
Bre-X management fought hard
against any deal with Barrick. Why
20
wouldn’t they have taken the opportunity to cash in as quickly as possible and then flee to a country where
they couldn’t be extradited?
The
scale of such a hoax, if there is
proven to be one, is as mind-boggling
as the size of Bre-X’s alleged deposit.
Dozens, if not hundreds, of geologists and analysts have crawled all
over Bre-X’s site for the past year or more. If in fact it Bre-X Trading So Heavy, TSE Computers Conk Out
turns out that Michael de Guzman’s suicide had darker
BRE-X FALLOUT PUTS HEAT ON
motives than just an illness, how could one person have
REGULATORS
pulled the wool over the eyes of so many industry exAnalysts Warn Canadian Junior Miners Will All Pay
perts?
For Busang Disaster. Far-reaching Investigations
Mr. Walsh says he is standing by his company’s
Likely.
estimates and waiting for the independent firm’s audit
to vindicate him. Is he a fool-or one of the most audacious con artists in recent memory? Better wait be- RATE JITTERS, BRE-X WOES A LETHAL MIX
FOR THE TSE
fore you put the finishing touches on that script.
Business West [column]
can
[writer]
BANK, GOLD SHARES FEEL BRUNT OF
MARKET ANXIETY
[End quoting]

BrxbocIlyload- -

CAN

BRE-X

BRE-X SET TO BATTLE IT OUT
Beleaguered Gold Miner Defends Analyses Of
Busang Ore Samples And Threatens To Sue Its
Critics-But
U.S. Lawsuits Have Already Begun To
Accuse The Company Of Fraud

From
412197, [quoting:]
Mad as hell about your losses on Bre-X Minerals?
There are lawyers who want to talk to you.
BRE-X: THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE
Two Quebec groups have already joined the list of
‘There” Being Either Indonesia, Calgary, The
U.S. law firms gathering hard-hit investors into a class
Cayman Islands Or Switzerland
action suit against the beleaguered Calgary company
and its controversial Indonesian gold deposit.
BRE-X TRADING HALTED AGAIN
Given recent changes to the legal landscape that
made class action suits possible in Ontario and British
BRE-X STINGS MARGIN INVESTORS
Columbia, other challenges seem likely.
Thousands Of People Borrowed Millions Of Dollars
Can a Canadian class action suit against Bre-X
To Buy Into The Busang Dream
succeed?
The basic grounds for the U.S. suits against Bre-X
[End quoting]
are that the company doesn’t have the gold it once
As you can see, this is BIG news in Canada.
claimed and that management misled investors when
Strange??-very
little mention of Barrick Gold Corp.
supplying information on the Busang deposit.
for -_
the first _one._ As
One law firm willing to give these claims a shot in in all of these articles except
Canadian courts is Montreal’s Lauzon
a
readers know,
three-lawyer
shop that specializes in class action
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COMPANY
FACES
TOUGH
OPPONENTS
IN LAWSUITS
Five Class Action Cases Filed In U.S.
From
Wednesday, April 2,
1997, [quoting:]
Bre-X Minerals Ltd. will face some tough opponents if the class action suits filed in the United States
go forward.
Five suits have been filed against the Calgary company in federal courts in California, New York and
Texas. Most of the suits also name individual Bre-X
directors, including company chief executive officer
and president David Walsh. The Texas suit also includes SNC-Lavalin Group Inc. of Montreal, which
owns a company that verified Bre-X’s estimates about
the amount of gold in Busang. Bre-X and SNC have
not commented on the suits.
All of the suits allege that Bre-X has misinformed
shareholders about how much gold is in the Busang
deposit. The suits also allege that the lack of disclosure allowed Bre-X executives to profit by selling their
own shares in the company. Bre-X officials have not
responded to the allegations, but they are standing by
their estimates of how much gold is in Busang.
All of the U.S. lawyers involved in the cases have
a long history of extracting big awards from companies.
For example, the Texas case was filed by Baker
Zlr] & Botts LLP of Houston, which won an $ll-billion (U.S.) judgement in the
late 1980’s in a case involving Texaco Inc. and Pennzoil
Co. The suit involved an alleged breach of contract by
Texaco and was settled out of court in 1987 for $3billion.
One of the firm’s lawyers, Tom Ajamie, has been
in Jakarta for several months working on the case
against Bre-X. [Sevcrrrf moniksf
No
course.] [End quoting] .
THE

z

‘97

CRASH?

From the INTERNET,
v , lauoting:l
.A
The retreat on Wa%*Street over the past couple of

weeks is probably just the opening act of what may
someday be recalled as the ‘97 Crash.
As with the last two major stock market tops in
July of 1990 and January of 1994, the Dow topped-out
around a psychologically important thousand mark
and at the time of a significant planetary alignment.
In 1990, the Dow closed at a peak of 2999.75 two
days in a row at the time of a six-planet alignment. In
1994, the Dow topped just below the 4000 mark with
the full moon following the tightest seven-planet alignment in three hundred years (as anticipated by the
article, Rare Planet Alignment Bodes A
Bust For Booming Stock Market, l/12/94, p.Bl). This
time around, the DJIA reached a peak just above the
7000 mark with a new moon/solar eclipse following a
new moon/seven-planet
alignment on February 6/7.
This peak was accurately predicted by the four experienced financial astrologers that have been sharing their
views here on the Internet: Arch Crawford, Robert Hitt,
Greg Meadors and Henry Weingarten. (Note that, in
determining planetary alignments, the Sun and Moon
are considered planets.)
In the wake of the planetary-alignment top in stock
prices just above Dow 7000, stock prices have started
to decline sharply into what may eventually prove to
be an 87-style crash.
In 1987, the stock market topped out in conjunction with a new moon/five-planet alignment associated
with the “Harmonic Convergence” in August of that
year. Stock prices then started to fall-off and, in the
wake of a solar/lunar eclipse pair into October 7th, an
all-out panic sell-off took hold culminating with the
Black Monday crash on October 19th.
As noted by Robert Prechter, in the case of both
the 1929 and 1987 stock market crashes, the dramatic
“Black” panic days occurred into the 55th day after
the prior, respective market top. Furthermore, the
panic-trading volume reached during the crash days
was three times the daily volume that occurred at the
time of the prior top.
If the same sort of ‘87 crash pattern is developing
at the current juncture, then panic selling should develop into either the 55th day after the February 19th
top in the S&P 500 or, more likely, the 55th dav after
thk March 11th top in the DJIA. Accordingly; ‘in the
wake of the solar/lunar
eclipse pair into March
23rd, stock prices could
continue to collapse into a
selling climax around either April 15th or May 5th.
The tell-tale sign of a selling climax will be daily
trading volume upwards of
three times of what occurred at the time of the
top-i.e.,
upwards of 1.5
billion shares traded on the
NYSE in a single day (a
good parameter will be a
day of trading
volume
over 1 billion shares).
Importantly,
the current market pattern is fitting the seasonal pattern
that would be expected for
a stock market crash. Market panics have consistently
occurred either during the
spring or fall (more commonly the latter). Indeed,
there are only three months
that stock prices are down
on average: September, October and May. Accordingly, a stock market crash
into a May low (could be
some sort of secondary low
after an April selling cli-
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max) appears to be a potential pattern this time around.
All in all, following the recent planetary-alignment
top in the stock market above the psychologically important 7000 mark in the DJIA, an ‘87-style stock
market crash, but this time a springtime instead of
“fall” crash, could occur into the 55th
after the
top-i.e.,
probably into early-May.
http://www.ucc.uconn.edu/-jpa94001/update.html
[End quoting]
Read the above with much discernment. It appears
that this year will be a
JOB
OR

RATE
MUST
IT MAY DO

BE SLOWED,
SOME
GOOD

Excerpted from
Los Angeles,
419197, [quoting:]
God help us, there’s a chance the unemployment
rate will ultimately fall below 5 percent.
Can you imagine worse news?
The abject fear that this has engendered was captured in the lead story in
on
Wednesday. You could almost hear the knees of financial analysts knocking as you read that the Federal
Reserve will probably have to raise interest rates again
next month if this rampaging monster of an economy
doesn’t hurry up and slow down.
The
story said: “The surge in growth, which
began late last year and surprised both Fed officials
and private forecasters by continuing undiminished into
this year, is strong enough that it could soon drive the
nation’s jobless rate below 5 percent for the first time
in nearly a quarter century, the analysts warned.”
This news comes as a warning. It’s as if
the nation were faced with the threat of a cure for cancer. Be on the alert: Prosperity for the jobless is jus.
around the corner. We have no choice but to confrom
it, turn it around and chase it out of the neighborhood.
altogether. In short, we have to get the unemployment
rate
[End quoting]
Thank God there are some mainstream inedia writers that are flabbergasted with what their colleagues
put out to us as news.
THE

FBI’S

“TEN
From
March 31, 1997,
[quoting:]
For the past two years, Oklahoma State Representative Charles Key, former grand juror Hoppy Heidelberg, Glenn and Cathy Wilburn, and a great many other
Oklahomans have called attention to the many credible eyewitnesses who say they saw Timothy McVeigh
with a man answering the description of John Doe No.
2, or with other men, on the morning of the Oklahoma
City ‘bombing. Also important are the many witnesses
who connect McVeigh and the Ryder Truck with other
John Does in Kansas. The
the
the
and other “mainstream” media have also been
convinced that many of these witnesses have important information about those responsible for the bombing. However, federal prosecutors have pointedly excluded from their list of trial witnesses any of those
who have attested to seeing anyone besides McVeigh.
We have listed belqw a number of key witnesses, maintaining the anonymity of those who have not agreed to
be publicly identified. All have been interviewed by
the FBI.
* A Tulsa bank executive driving through downtown Oklahoma City about four blocks from the Murrah
Building at 8:30 (half an hour before the blast) reported
pulling up beside a yellow Ryder truck and a vehicle
matching the description of Timothy McVeigh’s Mercury Marquis. Guessing from their hesitant actions
that the out-of-state travelers were in need of directions, the Good Samaritan was about to offer help when
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the driver of the Marquis, whom he identified as
McVeigh, gave him “a very stern, steel-cold stare” that
“fixed the features in my mind of his face”. Two passengers accompanied McVeigh in the Marquis.
* Dave Snider, who manages a warehouse near
where the banker saw the suspect vehicles, saw a Ryder
truck approaching his loading docks at 8:35. He says
he mistook it for an overdue delivery truck he was anxiously awaiting, so paid close attention when it passed
slowly by him. He says he is positive McVeigh was on
the passenger side nearest him.
* Mike Moroz, an employee at Johnny’s Tire (five
blocks from the Murrah Building) says a Ryder truck
driven by McVeigh pulled into his shop’s parking area
at about 8:40. McVeigh got out and asked directions
to 5th and Harvey (the northwest corner of the Murrah
Building). He got back in the truck cab and conversed
with his passenger before leaving in the direction of
the Murrah Building.
* The manager of a cafe/convenience
store one
block from the Murrah Building says that Timothy
McVeigh came in and purchased two sodas and a pack
of cigarettes 15 to 20 minutes before the explosion and
returned to a Ryder truck that was parked outside the
front of his establishment.
* A witness sitting in his vehicle in the post office
parking lot across from the northwest corner of the
Murrah Building saw a Ryder truck pull up across the
street from him, followed by an older, dirty car matching the description of the Marquis. It is about 8:50.
The drivers of both vehicles got out and talked. Returning from the post office five minutes later, the witness noticed the vehicles had moved and the Ryder
truck was now parked in front of the Murrah Building.
A man resembling McVeigh was walking away from
the tr\\ck to a parking lot across the street.
* 1\ witness who works at the Journal Record Building across the street from the Murrah Building was
s&ding in the alley just
before 9:00 a.m. when,
he says, the Mercury,
driven by McVeigh, sped
toward him, forcing him
to jump out of the way.
He saw a passenger in the
vehicle but did not get a
good look at him.
A witness standing
inside the Murrah Building was looking out the
window at a Ryder truck
parked beside the curb
just a few feet from her.
It was about 9:00 a.m. She saw a stocky man resembling John Doe No. 2 exit the passenger side of the
truck and walk away up the sidewalk toward the east.
Seconds later the truck exploded, killing her mother
and two young children who were standing with her.
Miraculously she survived, though she lost her leg and
suffered many other serious injuries.
Some of the witnesses who link McVeigh to other
suspects before April 19th include:
* Jeff Davis, a Chinese restaurant employee in
Junction City, Kansas who delivered moo goo gai pan
and egg rolls to McVeigh’s motel room, but was greeted
not by McVeigh, but by a man with shoulder-length
hair.
Barbara Whittenberg, the owner of a Herington,
Kansas diner just two blocks from Terry Nichols’ home,
spoke with Nichols, McVeigh, and a man resembling
John Doe No. 2 in her cafe early Saturday morning.
*Debbie Nakanashi, an employee at the Post Office branch across the street from the Murrah Building, says that on the morning of the 17th or 18th,
MC eigh and John Doe No. 2 stopped in and asked
w Y re they might find federal job applications.
Mrs.
Nakanashi provided the description for the now wel!known profile sketch of John Doe No. 2 in the baseball
cap. -W.F.J. [End quoting]
2’. ,‘,I), < : i -I .‘a/ , !,:, I p ,.: > , . ,:,

How many of these potential witnesses do you think
will have a long healthy life?? Do you think
mium (see below} will help them?
CHROMIUM

PROMOTES

LONGEVITY

From
Oct. 1994,
43:253, [quoting:]
The first animal study with the insulin-sensitizing
nutrient chromium reported a dramatic increase in
lifespan. Recent studies highlight the role of insulin
as a modulator of brain function. It is postulated that
aging is associated with a reduction of effective insulin activity in the brain, and this contributes to agerelated alterations of hypothalamic functions that result in an ‘older’ neurohormonal milieu; consistent
with this possibility, diabetes leads to changes of hypothalamic regulation analogous to those seen in norma1 aging. Conversely, promoting brain insulin activity with chromium may help to maintain the hypothalamus in a more functionally youthful state. Since both
the pineal gland and thymus are dependent on insulin
activity, chromium may aid their functions as well.
Thus, the longevity effect of chromium may depend
primarily on delay or reversal of various age-related
changes in the body’s hormonal and neural milieu.
[End quoting]
It’s hard today to find the truth about vitamins and
minerals, but we do know the body needs a balance
and proper form of most all minerals. One of the main
keys is the proper form of the minerals-colloids
being the best.
A

LETTERHEAD
FOR A
CORPORATION
DOING
BUSINESS
WITH
NASA
From a

reader:

This shouIdn’t shock any
readers. Also,
the dark ones have to show, wear or present a sign of
some kind.
O;$~O;OX

RABBIS
DENOUNCE
RANCHES
OF JUDAISM

From
3/23/97, [quoting:]
Escalating the debate over who is a Jew, a faction
of Orthodox rabbis is planning to declare that the two
largest denominations of Judaism in the United States
are not Jewish, the
reported Saturday.
The 600-member Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the
U.S. and Canada hopes the move will prod Jews to
withdraw from the Reform and Conservative branches
of Judaism, to which 80 percent to 90 percent of American Jews belong. “There are hundreds of thousands of
Jews in America who are in conservative or Reform
movements. They are innocent. They are being misled,” said Rabbi David B. Hollander, a member of the
group’s executive board.
“They are being told they are being taught
Judaism...It’s a deception of innocent Jews.”
The rabbis also want to pressure Israeli lawmakers to deny citizenship to all but those who are con,:,,,
,*I’,‘.,
,,. )I’,.‘,..
,
.,Xfi,..i, i,i, +,..
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verted to Judaism under Orthodox standards or whose
mothers aie Jewish. [End quoting]
The Elite will do-in their own if they don’t goalong and then they will do-in their colleagues to be
king of the world.
This dilemma only gives more food for thought
about a purposely obscured lineage of peoples.
IMPORTANT
CHECKING
ACCOUNT
INFORMATION
From a reader, 3/97, [quoting:]
This is to notify you of a regulatory accounting
change for your non-interest bearing checking account
which will help us better manage reserve requirements
on these accounts under government regulations.
No action on your part is necessary.
While federal regulations require us to notify you
of this change, please be assured that it will in no way
affect the availability of funds in your account, the way
you access your account, your minimum balance requirements, your fees or charges, the way we show you
your account balance or your FDIC insurance coverage.
Effective May 1,1997, your checking account will,
for accounting purposes, appear on our records only as
two non-interest
bearing subaccounts-a
holding
subaccount (a non-interest bearing savings account)
and a transaction subaccount.
The holding subaccount will contain your available checking balances while all financial transactions
you perform
will be posted to the transaction
subaccount. We will ensure that funds are automatically transferred,
as needed, from the holding
subaccount to the transaction subaccount in order to
pay withdrawals. In addition, you will continue to have
access to 100% of your available checking funds just
as you, do today.
Please note that in
order to comply with federal regulations, we will
initiate no more than six
transfers from the holding
subaccount during any
given month. The sixth
transfer will return all
balances to the transaction subaccount for your
continued use for the remainder of the month.
Additionally,
in accordance with federal reguwe must reserve
_ lation,
._
the right to require seven days’ advance notice prior to
permitting withdrawals. Although the law requires us to
reserve this right, we do not presently exercise it.
Remember, this change will in no way affect the
way you use your checking account or the way we report your balances to you. No other provision of your
agreement is affected by this change.
Thank you for banking with us. [End quoting]
Do these provisions bother you at all’! It seems to
me there is “more camel inside the tent”, than there is
outside. Is the hammer going to fall on Mayday7
COLUMN
ON FARRAKHAN
SETS
THE TORCHES
TO BURNING

From
Commentary, Thursday,
March 27, 1997, [quoting]
In nearly 34 years of column writing, never before
had I faced such a concentrated attack from all points
on the political compass.
sin: I reported March 6,
that Louis Farrakhan, head of the Nation of Islam, was
knocking on the Republican Party’s door, and suggested
some response might be appropriate.
With that report and that suggestion, I touched a
, :‘*i* ., LI’ 1i 1 / , .L ‘LI 1 * , 1.1.‘, , , , a . > \ )
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political untouchable. Farrakhan has been branded an
anti-Semite, and no repudiation of bigotry by him will
suffice. He is viewed with such loathing by the Jewish
community that any effort to talk with him to pursue
racial harmony is prohibited.
Jack Kemp discovered this when, as Republican vice presidential nominee, he tentatively suggested a dialogue with Farrakhan. Unaccustomed
to such abuse, Kemp as a prudent politician will
not make the same mistake twice. But I, no politician, plow ahead.
In collaboration with Rowland Evans starting
in 1963 and by myself since 1993, my columns have
been no stranger to controversy (nor, critics would
say, to error). But no previous upstream swimming
ran into such crocodiles as this one report.
Publications from the
on the
right to the
on the left attacked me. Outraged letter writers led by the Anti-Defamation
League’s Abraham Foxman were in full cry.
“Novak is out of his mind,” growled Republican
Rep. Peter King of New York.
ventional Wisdom Watch had my arrow down, admonishing: “Go get a bagel, Bob.”
Ramesh Ponnuru suggested it’s time to
call it a career.
I have called Farrakhan a work in progress who
is shaking off absurd conspiracy theories (an analysis validated by comparing his speeches eight years ago
with those today). This has enraged Jewish community leaders who consider him a hopeless anti-Semite.
But Farrakhan is wholly unlike famous bigots of
the past who loudly proclaimed their intolerance. 9t a
Feb. 3,1994 news conference, he declared: “I denounce
anti-Semitism in all its forms and manifestations..
I
believed that I were an anti-Semite, meaning somebody
who hates somebody else simply because of their faith,
I would be u*fit to call tnyself a servant of God.” A
year ago, Farrakhan told Mike Wallace on CBS’s 60
“I am not anti-Semitic.
I do not hati Jews.”
During Iast fall’s campaign, Kemp challenged
Farrakhan to renounce anti-Semitism.
That was in
answer to severe criticism by Jewish leaders when
Kemp praised Farrakhan’s 1995 Miliion Man March
on Washington.
Farrakhan responded: “I denounce
anti-Semitism in all its forms.” Kemp reacted positiveiy: “I was pleased to see that statement. I would
hope there would be a response from the Jewish community. And that was a very positive statement.”
Kemp’s own Jewish supporters make their outrage
clear to him. So, last Sunday on
Kemp asserted: “We cannot in my opinion reach out to
(the) so called Nation of IsIam until they repudiate once
and for all the anti-Semitism and the racism that’s inherent.” When I asked Kemp why the change, he answered that the repudiation must come from the organization, not just Farrakhan.
“Gutless,” Leonard Muhammad, Farrakhan’s chief
of staff, told me in reference to Kemp. He added that
“we will continue to work with (supply-side consultant) Jude Wanniski” for racial harmony.
After my CNN interview with Farrakhan 6 month
ago, I found a voice-mail message from Black conservative Armstrong Williams. “He sounds like us.” said
Williams, referring to Farrakhan’s emphasis on selfhelp.
Williams, while wary of Farrakhan, as am I, publicly says he is interested.
That contrasts with one
prominent conservative Republican senator who said
he would like to engage in an extended dialogue with
Farrakhan but fears the reaction by his Jewish supporters. The barrage that greeted my column succeeds in
isolating the Nation of Islam, but whether that contributes to racial peace is highly doubtful. [End quot-
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in preparation for their final assault on the United
States, a nation which, through its unique
remained free.
OZONE.
FOR A GREENER
WASH
“In the decades that followed it became apparent
From
May 1997,
that, in order to achieve their goal of
dominion, they would have to instigate a series of
world wars which would result in the leveling of
the old world order in preparation for the construction of the New World Order. This plan was
outlined in graphic detail by Albert Pike, The Sovereign Grand Commander of the Ancient Scottish Rite of Freemasonry and the top Illuminist
in America, in a letter to Giusseppe Mazzini dated
August 15, 1871. Pike stated that the first world
war was to be fomented in order to destroy czarist Russia, and to place that vast land under the
direct control of Illuminist agents, Russia was
then to be used as a ‘bogey man’ to further the
aims of the Illuminati world wide.
“World War II was to be fomented through
manipulation of the differences that existed between the German Nationalists and the Political
Zionists. This was to result in an expansion of
Russian influence and the establishment of a state
of Israel in Palestine.
“The Third World War was planned to result
from the differences stirred up by Illuminati
agents between the Zionists and the Arabs. The
[quoting:]
conflict was planned to spread world wide.” The letAt street level, ozone can degrade air quality. ter then went on to outline the destruction of ChrisHowever, when it’s combined with water, it can be a tianity, and its replacement by the
real moneysaver-especially
if you run a hospital laundry. In the United States, hospitals collectively wash
Remember this was written in 1871. When a writ5 billion pounds of soiled linen a year.
ten forecast of an event 43 years prior to its actually
happening, and a second forecast of another event some:
“Ozone is 15 times more powerful a disinfectant
in water as chlorine, and it’s many times faster in de- 67 prior to its happening, then see the forecast or’ a
stroying viruses and bacteria,” says Myron Jones, who third event happening 124 years later right before your
is the manager of Health Care Initiatives for the-Elec- eyes, would you call this a planned happening? [End
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI), of Palo Alto, Cali- quoting]
fornia.
Can you believe there are still so-called intelligent
A manufacturer here, T&O-Clean Systems, has put people who swear there is not a conspiracy amcung the
this theory into practice by building a hospital laundry Elite to take over the control of this planet?
system that generates ozone on-site using an electric
HIS MYSTERIOUS
WAYS
discharge.
EPRI says wing ozone-enriched washing water reFrom
PO. Box 1479, Carmel, NY
ducts detergent and bleach costs 60% and cuts hot water costs 80%.
Decatur Memorial Hospital in Illi- 105 12, (quoting:]
It was a gray February afternoon, but I began thinknois, which washes 2 million pounds of laundry a year,
ing of flowers. I was on my way to my daughter’s birththe savings add up to $1000 a week. [End quoting]
Many years ago certain individuals were trying to day celebration and I wanted to take her a bouquet.
get local governments to use ozone for purifying wa- She lives near Pittston, Pa., about 30 miles from my
ter, swimming pools, etc., but the EIite wouldn’t allow home. I searched without success for a florist. Then’1
it to get out into the market place--they wanted harm- spotted a mom-and-pop type grocery store. They will
ful chlorine. This is not new technology. It looks as if know, I thought.
An elderly woman was coming out of the store as I
the Elite are going to allow some limited uses of it
pulled over. When I asked about a florist she had a
now, however.
Ozone is 3 atoms of oxygen combined (a molecule) surprising reaction: Her eyes brightened and a smile
rather than the normal 2-atom molecule (and it readily brought a blush to her cheeks. “Flowers?” she said,
breaks back down to 0,) but can do a lot of useful work uSomeone’s getting flowers today?”
“Yes, It’s my daughter’s birthday.”
in the process if handled properly. It is not as harmful
The old woman directed me to a nearby florist. I
as chlorine gas which was used as a war poison gas.
tried to thank her but she turned quickly and walked
THREE
WORLD
WARS
PLANNED
away.
I purchased a colorful bouquet for my daughter at
IN ADVANCE
the shop. I also decided to take a remembrance to the
woman who led me there-an
exqisite red rose.
From
[quoting:]
I drove back to the grocery store and the clerk beIf you are one of those people who think everything happens by chance, consider the following care- hind the counter nodded when I described the old
fully. In August 187 1, top Freemason Albert Pike sent woman. “She comes in nearly every day,” she said.
“Would you give her this?” I asked.
a letter to Mazzini, the Italian revolutionary leader,
“A rose!” said the woman with excitement. “She’s
stating that the Illuminati planned Three World Wars
and finally World Revolution. This letter was origi- been saying a special prayer for five days and today is
nally housed in the Library of the British Museum. The the fifth day!”
“What does that have to do with the rose?”
following is taken from Des Griffin’s book
“It’s a message from God,” she explained.
“She
page 38.
on the fifth day, God
When the Elite apply so much pressure through
“Having consolidated their financial grip on most told me that if she received a
their own when it pertains to Farrakhan, you have to of the European nations by the middle of the last cen- had answered her prayer.” -Jim Meeker, Pennsylvaknow he is up to some good for mankind. Of course, tury, the International Bankers worked feverishly to nia [End quoting]
Once again, proof
God
readers know that Farrakhan has a great extend their sphere of influence to the ends of the Earth
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Soltec:AllowForTheBalanc
Of TakingResponsibility
pass the journey.”
And in the Foreword, Esu Sananda says:
“Herein you shall find The Laws clearly outlined.
There is no room for misunderstanding
the
message. There are no little grey areas for you
to move around in. If you violate The Laws
after completing this document, you shall do so
willingly,
knowingly,
and therein shall be
CONSEQUENCES
FOR THOSE ACTIONS.
God is most forgiving for actions done in
ignorance.
Willful violations of The Laws is
entirely a different matter. It is the better part
of wisdom to heed this warning for it is most
grave indeed,
“We are at the final hours of the planetary
cycle. Choices will be made by man that shall
affect him for eons in your future counting. Be
most cautious when seeking the momentary
thrill, for the excitement
you seek shall not
satisfl you in the countless
generations
of
recycling and rebirths before you as you learn
well the lessons you so carelessly refused to
learn this time around.”
There is not time here to re-write all the
lessons over and over again. We will, however,
direct you to that which is often overlooked, for
it has been over six years since the release of
that Journal and many of you Ground Crew
members would do well to refresh the memory
with these TIMELESS words. They are just as
important today as they were the day they were
first written to help in the guiding of you ones
through the many experiences and challenges of
the third-dimensional
path.

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Toniose
Soltec, come in the Radiant Light of Creator
God. Thank you for sitting this day, for we
h,ave messages that need to get written.
Change is inevitable and NO-ONE ever
remains completely the same from moment to
moment.
Your thoughts. today are different
from those of yesterday, even if the difference
is slight
and hardly
noticeable.
Your
surroundings
such as the temperature,
atmospheric
pressure,
weather
conditions,
position ofthe Earth in relation to other celestial
bodies, or less noticeable
changes such as
electromagnetic
pulses, are constantly impacting
and affecting you in a relentless manner.
As you move through your experience in the
physical, we notice from our position of Higher
dnderstanding
that many are resisting change.
By this I mean that ones are constantly efforting
to. go against the natural flow of Creation. It is
quite contrary to the EVOLUTIONARY
nature
of your being to stagnate, and not evolve and
move forward. Yet, we see many stuck in and
paralyzed by fear, or living in the past where
there is usually great emotional pain constantly
being reflected upon.
Many of you would be wise to go back and
re-read
Journal
#27 called
the
for therein lie many
of the insights that have been offered so that
you can learn to recognize the subtle nature of
the adversary and come to appreciate and more fully
understand the TRUE Laws of Creation and God.
In the Introduction
to that Journal, Aton
says:
“MY LAWS
and those
of THE
CREATION were given unto you of physical
experience to honor total simplicity and gain
wondrous
fulfillment
and joy from your
relationships
with your brethren, to pass the
journey of experience
in learning, and then
a
you
make
passage
into
Higher
Levels
of
understanding
and knowledge.
have now
bound yourselves by shackles of lies into the
endless rotation of the wheel of experience,
The greatest difference between those who
worsening with each experience until you have seem to “have it easy” and those who appear to
forgotten all the Truth of LIFE. Most of you be the constant
“victim” is the viewpoint or
have wasted your experience and are the moving ATTITUDE of the individual and their reaction
Those who can keep the
DEAD searching after bits of physical dregs to to each challenge.

Larger Picture in mind while going through the
experiences of challenging growth, will naturally
see that fear and anxiety need NOT be part of
the experience.
Those who are resisting their
lessons (opportunities)
for growth, and are
constantly focusing on the pain or hurt, will pull
into themselves more PAIN and HURT!
Step outside the inner world of your mind
and see the unfolding drama from a Higher
Perspective:
You are on a small planet in a
small solar system circling around your Sun.
Your solar system is part of a galaxy (the Milky
Way Galaxy) of trillions of stars. Your galaxy,
in turn, makes up a very small part ofwhit you
refer to as your universe.
There are MANY
universes out there, all of them full of life. This
is only a third-dimensional
(physical) point-ofview of the truly infinite expanse of Creation of
which you are a part and to which you contribute.
Begin to see that your personal challenges
in the physical, though they are important to
experience, are but the baby steps of awakening
the inner potential of your responsible awareness
of the enormity of your true self. When you can
see that you NEED the experiences that cause
the emotional responses that generate pain,
anxiety, grief and such, so that you can learn to
control same with responsibility and knowledge
of the fact that you have created the conditions
(either deliberately or by default) that have led
to the situation with which you are now faced,
then you will begin to realize that there is
NOTHING
you cannot handle in terms of
emotional control. It is only your current beliefs
that limit you in this regard.
You may feel grief over loss of a loved one,
but let me put this into a slightly different
perspective: How do you think God feels when
OneofHisfree-willplanetsdegradetothepoint
of destruction
of the entire planet?
In His
moment of great sori-dw, if He did not realize
the value of the experience for all involved
(both physical and non-physical),
and instead
only focused on one very small aspect of the
event, rather than on the larger reasons for such
a challenge, there would be such a
unbalance in the Creation as to cause every
living entity, everywhere,
to experience
an
overwhelming condition of grief and sorrow.
This situation God would view as unjust and
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unbalanced.
You in the physical often focus on
“getting even” or “I’ll show them what pain
really is” and go forth in an emotionally
unbalanced
state of irresponsibility
that will
only garner more pain for yourselves.
This is a vicious cycle once it has started and
is very difficult to get oneself out of, for you are
often too much focused on the inner world of
your mind to take a larger viewpoint and forgive
self and those whom you have allowed to be a
part of your experience.
YOU ARE
A VICTIM!
You have
created your emotional state, and when you can
take personal responsibility for your condition
and stop blaming others, you will have then
taken the first major step toward finding the balance
that you have been pushing away from yourself
It will not be instantaneous.
Like a person
with a drug addiction, you will have a lot of
habitual thoughts and beliefs that will cause you
to want to react emotionally without thinking.
You will have to modify your thoughts and
monitor your emotional reactions so that you
can allow
for the
balance
of taking
responsibility-not
just once but ALWAYS!

Page
“carry the donkey”, lest you both perish in
ignorance!
This is not to frighten; it is to offer
a reminder of WHY you are there and WHAT
you should be preparing yourselves for mentally.
The mental part of you is far more important
than the physical, for the mind controls the
physical. The physical part of you would be a
motionless blob if it were not for the mind to
give it direction. Note: I did NOT say brain! I
said MIND!
These words are offered in Love and with
the intent to educate and remind you ones of
WHO you are and WHY you are there. Keep
the Large Picture in focus and, for your own
sake, keep your thoughts centered in LIGHT
(GOD) and keep the dark ones out of your
sacred temple-your
MIND!
I am Toniose Soltec, come at this time with
the Hosts, as a Guide and Wayshower, in the
Light of O.UR Creator. Thank You!
Soltec to clear until we next can have time
for a writing session in which to continue this
subject.

2197

Good morning, and thank you for sitting
this day. It is I, Toniose Soltec, come in the
Radiant One Light of Creator God. Let us
please continue with the subject of responsible,
a
balanced choice.
a
This is a time of great challenge
and
opportunity.
Look forward to the upcoming
experiences with excitement!
To sum
this
up:
With: knowledge
Worrying over events that have not happened
(understanding)
applied
in a deliberate,
yet serves no real purpose. Having the intention
responsible
manner, you WILL create with to prepare for any and all challenges will allow
deliberate
control
over your experiences.
for the manifestation ofWHAT you need WHEN
Remove the responsibility
from the equation
you need it. Worry will only serve to cause
and you will find that your deliberate control those events which will feed the worry and it
will be removed as well.
will grow. If you redirect that focus of energy
Please see that you are fast entering a time toward joy and fulfillment,
then you will,
wherein you will need to allow those who likewise, feed the joy and fulfillment and it will
continue
to turn away from The Laws, or grow. The choice is yours. This is free will!
otherwise
enter into a state of shutdown or
overwhelm, to experience the unfolding events
as they so choose.
This means that if ones do
not want to face the responsibility
for their
experiences, then let them to their self-imposed
misery and move on with your experiences.
You do NOT have to ‘make another’s pain
a
YOUR pain!
a
No souled being likes to see another person
a
in pain, and I tell you now, those of you who go
through this Transition will see ones in great,
great emotional confusion and pain. And you
will then see that, if YOU are to survive, you
Continue to seek out that which has true,
will have to learn to allow these ones their lasting value and you will find the fulfillment
experience without taking on the responsibility
that the Infinite YOU desires. Expect the joy to
for their care.
If they cannot see value in be there along the journey and it will be so!
helping themselves, then why should you force
There is no such thing as a complete waste
your viewpoint ‘upon them? They will either of time, for all experiences
will give you
come to this realization on their own or they feedback in the form of emotional feeling. Those
things that are not of great value to your overall
will not. It is each individual’s choice,
Offer always a helping hand, but do not growth’ will leave vou feeling less than alive
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and, in time, you will learn that there are better
ways of spending the moments of “now” and
you will gravitate towards those experiences of
greater and greater inner fulfillment. ’
Yes, restrictions from your current beliefs
are usually limiting your experience.
But, this
too has value in that only those who are ready
to accept the responsibility of CREATING IN
BALANCE will be given those experiences that
will allow them to transcend the crowds of
disbelievers.
This is a natural self-testing process that is
in place, so that only when ones have grown
enough
mentally
to accept
this level of
responsibility
will they be able to put the
information
gathered in any one experience
together in such a manner as to see that they
themselves are solely (soul-ly) responsible for
their creations and that they create EVERY
FEELING that they experience.
This is the point when one can deliberately
create the life of excitement and joy. Prior to ’
this, ones will simple continue to believe that
“life is hard” and thus continue to create a
“hard” life for themselves.
Life is what you decide it will be! Nothing
more and, indeed, nothing less! As you begin to
realize the implications of this message, you
will begin to see the value in NOT dwelling
upon the emotionally hurtful experiences, but
focusing more upon those experiences that allow
~your heart to soar with laughter and joy.

YOU CHOOSE
AS TO WHAT AND
WHERE YOU PLACE YOUR VALUES.
YOU
CREATE
THROUGH
YOUR
CHOICES
EXPERIENCE.
If you are feeling pain (emotional
or
physical), sadness, boredom,
frustration
or
whatever, then it is because YOU have allowed
those thoughts to persist within your mind and
YOU feed and nurture them to the level they
hold at this moment.
When you change your
focus to thoughts that are positive, you will
create more of that which will cause you to feel
What could be simpler?!
The answer to ALL of your emotional
“problems” lies within. Seek for your happiness
within yourself. Another may be able to offer a
short-term comfort to you, but unless and until
YOU change the mental programming, you will
find the old tapes resurfacing and those old
seeds planted long ago will still be bearing fruit.
Whether the fruit is bitter or sweet depends
upon the seed YOU have planted.

?
a

Thank you, I am Toniose
Light and in Love. Salu!

Soltec

come in
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teresting people with exceptional business records and
NO GROUP-SORRY!
Also, the entanglement in Las Vegas with the
corporation thefts (TWICE) is all as open books nowwith the culprits running right back to Abbott, Horton
and Green as their advisors. One of these days the
political buffoons are going to cross their OWN judgesbecause the lies really are NOT SELLING WELLOUT THERE!
Further discredit to self7 Well, the camouflaged
Rod Ence/Enz was a total laugh and I wonder if you
people are aware that Rod not only stole while President of the Phoenix Institute-great
sums of “your”
money, just as did Green, but it also appears that he was
currently FIRED from the Apple Shed employment
because of his alleged THEFTS. It puts you into a
category of suspicious prattlers. Further, if you people
didn’t get SIDE-AGREEMENTS and full understanding regarding loans-how is it that you, Betty, received
a GREAT BIG BUNCH of interest payments regularly.
Those agreements were on the “side agreements” you
misfits claim were nonexistent.
And little Annie Beam-relax,
for you surely realize that no right-minded angel is going to snatch you up
to the secure places of God. We don’t like cheats, liars
and thieves among us. What you and Abbott, along
with Green, have done to Leon is unthinkable-but
certainly his business.
Ekkers talked no one out of anything-you
came,
you did whatever ygu did 2nd you went-because
of
George Green. E.J. simply signed papers because HE
WAS THE TREASURER-no
more to it than THAT.
Then when your “leader of your cult” left and ran with
the assets in hard cold cash-why didn’t he return your
loans? WHY DON’T YOU PEOPLE GO WHERE THE
MONEY WENT AND THE CRIMINALS ARE-BEFORE THEY MAKE YOU INTO GREATER
NALS THAN YOU ARE NOW LABELED? It is most
certainly YOUR BUSINESS but I think an International media program is not going to sit still answering
for that which YOU PEOPLE set them up to catch in
flak as facts-right
from documents and Jason Brentcome to living confrontation.
Jason Brent’s full conspiratorial role with no less than Green is now in full
LIGHT by none other than Jason Brent HIMSELF.
When you are ready to protect your own interests
and go after the guilty parties-things
will look a lot
better to you-for the lies and liars will not continue to
win and they will leave you wasted and destitute!
And Leon? $40,000 plus the $18,000 for the summer away from Circus doesn’t make your tale of woe so
credible in the face of the other things Abbott has done
toyou-ORDIDN’T
YOU KNOW ABOUT ALL THAT?
Can’t you see that Abbott and Horton are STILL USING
POOR DEAD-AND-GONE JOHN SCHROEPFER IN
THEIR FILINGS--OR

DrippingEggsOn
Manv.fihamedFaces
4/11/97 #1

HATONN

CONTRADICTIONS
“But, you said...!” What, EXACTLY, did I say?
Are you sure? I was quoted on the news as having said
all the people who perished in the Heaven’s Gate now
depreciated property had bullet holes in them. No, I did
NOT say that-1 said the “Jonestown”
people
had bullet holes in them-a big difference! However,
I think I should point out some very strange things as
I am reminded of the
in San Diego.
If the people ate phenobarbital and apple sauce
chased by a lot of vodka-then
WHY were there syringes (well noted by the media) in the beds?
By the way, how many of you people remember that
a first-choice death weapon of the CIA and Mossad is
injected Castor Bean extract-because
it can’t be traced?
But tht n, nobody cares because “it was just a cult” after
all, whc, were nuts enough to even castrate themselves.
When EXTRA showed up here, the men offered to drop
their drawers-but
the camera crew declined the offer.
EXTRA has had to note that ONLY they, and Jason
Brent’s Ch. 29, even showed up, bit on the stupid
story-and
still nobody even calls to discuss anything
like cults and/or UFOs. The only calls received around
here or at the paper-are
from people, known and
unknown, apologizing for the idiocy of the media and
not even the local paper so much as mentioned anything
about it-not even in Bakersfield.
Wow, the news team you sucked into your trap-are
totally aggravated. Ch. 29 were right out front about
being down to Brent’s office getting information, but
declined to give details-YET,
depending on our chosen actions against them. They were shown how their
own tapes were utilized and integrated into the EXTRA
material-and
in the viewing sequence-they
become
guilty simply by circumstances. They may not come the
next time Brent hollers “wolf’!
The “scoop” they
thought they had, turned out to be full of dog-poop and
bull-droppings.
Back to the people in San Diego Heaven’s Gate:
why, if these people were suffocated with plastic sackswere the bags left remaining on the heads-INFLATED
(I! I) instead of sucked down like shrink wrap? Don’t
you watch the television violence enough to know that
plastic sucks to the orifices as the victim continues to,
or tries to, breathe? Evil ALWAYS leaves plenty of
CLUES-intentionally.
This is about the same stupid error as having a
painter or a sculptor depicting run-away horses with
riders-and
the reins are hanging limply from the neck
of the horse. It doesn’t SELL, people-if
anyone is
awake.
And how much attention did all that get? Really?
No, everyone just slnffed it off, compared it to others
who might think there is possibly something “out there”
and hyped to suit the individual destroyer needs of
iadividuais who are already
criminal activities in a
media feeding frenzy. Nobody really gave a damn
about those ‘suicide” victims of their own foolish
thoughts. No, the Internet is full of their input on very,

very serious things hacked from other “Big Boy” computers!
The further silly assumption was made by our
adversaries that somehow Dharma can hack anything
and gets her plagiarized information from such sources.
B.S.; if her keyboard is not plugged into the usual outlet
controlled by an extension on-off switch-she
can’t
even get it turned on.
She is hooked onto nothing-but
several government and intelligence sources Bre plugged into her
computer.
Are you people brain-DEAD or just pretending
nanu-land invisible insects invaded, somehow? If so,
then it must have been “spongy-celled brain eaters”.
Yes, and a $9 million jet plane with armed bombs and
machine guns just somehow vanishes in thin airwhile all radar, locator beacons, tracking systems and
other secure devices JUST MALFUNCTION-SOMEHOW? So be it, and may your vision be improved
BEFORE they burn your eyes out with light lasers.
ASHTHROATED

FLYCATCHER

How many of you will even miss the little
ashthroated flycatcher birds this spring and summerin the Dakotas? Would you miss the cardinal or the
goldfinch, the colorful birds of the continent? Well, a
lot of little flycatchers have gone on back north expecting Spring and Summer-and are now caught in deadly
freezes-right
along with the people. IS THIS NORMAL APRIL WEATHER BEHAVIOR? Since when?
The little flycatchers are the most effective, next to
the swallows, at getting mosquitos and eating them for
lunch and dinner. You WILL have a lot of infecting
mosquitos, you know-and now, few flycatchers. I just
use this as a notice of other interesting things ahead as
the very seasons themselves are being manipulated to
meet the needs of the political magistrates.
By the way, whole great fields of carrots, summer
wheat, and other summer crops have been wiped out in
CALIFORNIA and hardly anyone other than the farmers even took note. Why? Because the cold didn’t have
much to kill except fruit, nuts and wildflower crops in
this particular area. But you WILL notice because you
have no reserve for bread or larder. THIS IS
OTHER REASON SPELTA IS SO GOOD-IT HAS TO
“WINTER” AND SPRING
ITS QUALITY. You perhaps WILL come, someday, to
believe me. It is also “poison smut”-resistant and
radiation-resistant
along with having the invisible
SOLAR rays enhance the grain quality for combatting
carcinogens.
But NO, Dharma is NOT in the teach
agriculture business. If you want to grow these things
of which I write-go
demand that your county agent
(government) show you how, They won’t know? So be
it. And, please stop asking these people for Drias for it
will not be sent-we
have had enough traitors and
betrayors among us.
By the way, Betty T., you are herein being forewarned: the EXTRA people gave a full rundown about
your demand for airing, along with your ADVISORS.
The people found nothing here except interesting, in-

You have been “had” every way from Sunday and
upside down-AND
IT IS NOT FROM EKKERS OR
ANYONE ON THIS MAT. HOW DARE YOU CONTINUE THIS ATROCITY OF MISINFORMATION
WHILE THE BOUNDERS ARE EVEN UNDER YOUR
OWN ROOF7 Annie told you to stay away from the
Light-and
it is well noted that you have followed her
ill-begotten instructions to the letter. How dare you
blame others!
the onset of your mal-content, and
Betty do likewise, and see Z it REALLY was Ekkers or
anyone here who “did it to :‘,u”. OPEN YOUR EYES
AND LOOK AROUND-YOU
HAVE BEEN HQODWINKED BY
You overshot with the documents, Betty, for when
Phil flashed the Bethel papers in Doris’ face-all
she
could do was ask, “What is that?” After he explained,
with totally empty sails, who Bethel is, her response
are the side agreements?” He was stunned
when it was noted that there are side agreements (somehow neglected in the
offerings) because Betty,
if that is Bethel, received a LOT OF INTEREST and
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that is on the side agreement documents...!
You left
.hese people with egg dripping from their chins-on
international television. One of the “in charge” parties
said, “I wish we didn’t have such a large audience.”
The idiocy was witnessed in New Zealand, France,
Greece, Africa, Australia-and
these are just ones
heard from. They literally had to bury their heads
when they now become lumped
into TABLOID
television. Golly gee whiz.
What do I think about the court wins and losses at
your hands, guilty cheats? I thinkbou need to know
when to hold them, know when to fold them, and know
when to walk away long enough to draw another HAND,
having learned how to play the game while letting the
cheaters in the game hang themselves.
After today the colleagues who gave you, Betty, the
corporation books are in very hot water-and
if one
name is used by them henceforth, from the stolen data
discs-they
will be arrested. So, if you have them set
up to get those corporations again INTO YOUR HANDS,
BETTY-IT
WILL HIT THE NATIONAL PRESS.
You guys certainly did improve our circulation and
attention focus so we do thank you for your added
services to God’s work and TRUTH. But, personal
damages are irreversible in this case and several people
feel personally damaged beyond repair.
It is most obvious you were NOT brain-deaded
HERE because all you have to do is simply READ THE
MATERIAL, for any similarity to the San Diego cult is
that they had some deadly vipers among them, PRETENDING TO BE FRIENDS (I did NOT say “believers” for you can believe anything you choose). YOU
BELONG TO A CULT AND HAVE PUBLICLY ACKNOWLEDGED YOUR PARTICIPATION AND CONSPIRATORIAL EFFORTS TO DESTROY OTHERS
THROUGH THAT CONSPIRACY. THERE IS NOTHING “HERE” SIMILAR TO ANYTHING YOU HAVE
CLAIMED INTERNATIONALLY-BUT
YOU HAVE
PROVEN THE CULT ON YOUR SIDE AND YOUR
OWN SO-CALLED BROTHERS HAVE OFFERED THE
EVIDENCE AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE FACT
OF THIS STATEMENT.
ENCE AND GREEN JUST
CAN’T SEEM TO GET THEIR STORIES RIGHT, OR
EVEN THE SAME, WITHIN TEN SECONDS OF
THEIR FIRST LIE. This fact has been nicely DOCUMENTED by a Judge inNevada-sitting
on the BENCH.
George Abbott said right in front of a roomful of
people that he planned to “retire on this case”-and
that was probably some $50,000 ago. He also noted that
he and Horton were joining forces and that meant that
both would be retiring-ON
YOUR FUNDS! Have
YOU guys any idea how many stupid filings these nuts
have put into court? Well, to the extent that the JUDGE
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They have been tossed out of the U.S. Supreme
Court and twice OUT OF the Nevada Supreme Court.
What does it take? We know they don’t share with you,
their clients, so what else is new? They didn’t even
acknowledge John’s DEATH and continue right on
using him and Eleanor-now
an invalid in an old folks’
home having been put OUT by her wondrous son.
When you deliberately set forth to destroy your
OWN PROTECTION, how do you expect to gain? I
find that if one destroys his own investment bankerthere is nothing left for anyone-including
the destroyer. Of course this IS simple COMMON SENSE.
Your notes have gone nowhere so how is it that you
continue at all costs to destroy your very security?
Abbott, Horton and Green have “eaten your lunch” and
you never even seemed to notice. And furthermore,
Sharri is not nearly as “slow” as you seem to credit her.
It is noted that she has managed to let you manipulate
and think you control-while
she just sits knowing she
is in good hands. YOU are made the “fool”. “Stupid is
as stupid does” and so too “evil is as evil does”. George
Green plays to your greed and overrides your intelligence-aided
and abetted by your closest advisors and
friends. Well, they claim friendship but it is just like
the turncoats who flap in the wind of their own greed.
You guys really SHOULD have provided the side agreements! You should also look up the LAWS on “fiduciary responsibility” as regards corporations ANYWHERE-not just in the “loose”, liberal regulations of
Nevada as you presented to the media. It certainly
appears that you have shot yourselves in both feet.
We find it interesting that even Col. Bo Gritz is
suggesting in public to having to consider apologies to
“Hatonn, the lizard god”. He also is eating a bit of crow
because Green claimed Bo took no funds from the
Institute? Wow-and right here is the wire-transfer
paperwork. My, my-isn’t it a small world? I wonder
if GREEN ever told you people even w
TRUTH?
Well, Green also told several parties that Horton
was a fool and, “I have to do my own legal work,“-eh,
Mr. Lienthall? How about that, Mr. Williams? This is
amusing since Abbott and Horton have just burrowed in
deeper and deeper into the mire of lies and trashing.
Why do I continue to write about these things in
this manner, and Dr. Young publishes them? Because,
of all the readers on the globe-we KNOW that you
little cult members of the Green following, UFO researcher and viewer, read every WORD with a magnifying glass-which
may have just set your whole house
afire from the refraction heat. Also important to you
who have worked so hard to also destroy Cort Christie,
even through his and Jenny’s parents, with your lies
trying to aid and abet Green. You will never
breathe a joyful breath again, I can assure
you, for you have betrayed yourselves and
now the jig is up-you have been uncovered.
Life-long friendships have been betrayed for
your almighty hope of gaining money, and
that for your very ENEMY. Do you REALLY
believe that George Green is going to pay you
something? What? With what7 He is a
ponzi-scheme con-man at best and a total criminal in fact. YOU CANNOT GO ABOUT DESTROYING
REPUTATIONS
WITHOUT
HAVING YOUR OWN OBLITERATED!
IT
IS THE UNIVERSAL LAW OF RETURNCAUSE AND EFFECT, YOU KNOW.
You all may well have been “brainwashed” -but it certainly WAS NOT HERE
THAT YOU LEARNED YOUR FELONIOUS
ATTITUDES.
Is it now too late to consider possible
intelligent review and insight? NO, with God
and Hosts it is NEVER too late to consider
change and action within rightness. But don’t
expect people here who are still in casts from
your bone-breaking tactics to fall at your feetit will take actions, not words, to rectify this

kettle of fish set on “burn”.
Or, do you think it only that God has pious fools for
his friends? It certainly appears the fools continue to
serve God’s adversary even to their own detriment and
destruction. You have now just lost your propaganda
attack and never again will these people you lied tolonger serve you and will, in fact, probably sue the
daylights out of you for the false information tossed off
on them.
And Channel 29 and Jason Brent? Well, an inter- ’
esting thing has happened on the way to the forum at
Channel 29 who, by the way, was seen at Jason Brent’s
for a long period of time getting instructions, which are
all now blasted into the dump-heap. Ekkers’ kids grew
up with Rusty Shoop and lived less than four blocks
from the lead producer of Channel 29. They ALL
KNEW AND KNOW Ekkers as the ones who raised
everybody’s children, took them riding, took them
camping- and acted as parent any time they were
needed. Miles Muzio, weather man of Channel 29,
lives directly ACROSS THE STREET, RIGHT NOW,
from Ekkers. and funny things happen-he hasn’t noted
any eight-foot
aliens, space ships or any other’
nonsense taking place-except
the garbage,you served
onto his hotplate. Not good, guys. ONLY TRUTH
STANDS INTO INFINITY-YOUR
LIES ARE SO
SHORT-LIVED AS TO BE HUMOROUS. Please more
carefully read last week’s
Obviously Jason tried his tactics as outlined in his
letter to Green [See
418197
TACT] as how to destroy the Ekkers-but
wow, has
that ever backfired.
And you naughty people-you
didn’t cough up 10% of your notes to pay off the greedy
appearing shark. Doesn’t it make you feel cozy and in
good hands when he is sucking more “warchest” fundr
from your blood banks? I hope you realize that shatks
are now an endangered species as they get caught in
their own nets and used for such as shark’s fin soup.
The nasty thing is, however, that they pull you unsuspecting followers of the cult leaders, i.e., the legal
eagles with Green, into the soup with them and v rhen it
is over-only
you fish are left sticking to the hot pot.
Isn’t it time you started telling the truth, protect
your loans and check out the GUILTY parties? Do what
you will but time slips by and one of these days the
“shark’s” pond is going to dry up-but they will have
eaten you already!
How can you blame others-WHEN
YOU KEPT
NONE OF YOUR COMMITMENTS TO GOD? We
don’t care what you do with mankind, but YOU KNOW
YOU HAVE TRIED TO SCREW GOD, and a funny
thing happens with liars-they get caught in their own
trap.
And by the way, it was awfully embarrassing to
EXTRA to have called the Ekkers’ house a “PALATIAL
COMPOUND” to realize that it is rented, number one,
and under such atrocious miscarriage of justice as dealt
by YOU in coalition with the judges and Steven Horn,
number two.
They, by the way, didn’t find any arsenal-anywhere- and the police are irritated as heck because
Ence/Enz made them look like worse fools when an
investigation was demanded-by
Ekkers-and
that ineluded the FARM of Enz fame, etc. They also found
they had to account for and note sealed police records
and reports from Stallion Springs, etc. What were
Jason Brent’s friends doing in Tehachapi in their squad
cars? What of those 9 11 calls to the farm that the police
have NOW released the information and found Ences
and relatives to their eyes in involvement? Tricks only
work for a very short while until the magicians, who are
idiots in the first place, get caught. Dirty tricks used to
be for politicians-and,
well, we have to admit Jason
Brent is still a politician who would depopulate the
place through his Mensa intelligence programs-which
I might wonder if I were his informers-might
well be
YOU?
You who claim now to be “loyal to the end” to these
deceivers and liars-what
ever happened to the “loy-
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alty you swore to God”? Intelligence is a gift of God
through study and learning-and
it appears the gifts of
intelligence were never earned in large enough quantity to avoid the pitfalls of the adversaries’ greed and
blinding suck-in games. To each his own but when you
grab the iron ring, thinking it to be gold-you are going
to get rusted-out leftovers. But even now I feel I must
warn you, especially you, Betty: the people involved in
the NCH debacle and the people around this place-are
going to dump the blame for their own indiscretions ON
YOU! IT SEEMS A BIT UNFAIR, ESPECIALLY
SINCE THE “BIG MIND” CONSIDERS YOU ONLY A
DUMB AND STUPID “BROAD”. How complimentary
can he get to the fair sex and supporter while he uses
your funds and has the ability to saddle YOU with the
whole load of his actions? Wake up time perhaps? I
think
might like to recover somewhat by hearing the TRUTH from you, Betty. They aren’t too happy
right now! Or, perhaps you didn’t know that Enz went
forth ADVERTISING the programs so all in town
wouldn’t miss his performance. The other people who
aren’t too happy are the ones who rushed to get this
trash off to the courts. Wow, not TOO SMART,
now too late to withdraw the mess-so, they will ALSO
BLAME YOU FOR THE FALSE INFORMATION!
Lawyers are really GOOD at that game of blamesomebody-ELSE for their “innocent” tiling ofinformation and getting caught with their pants down in public.
The courts may not have hearings-BUT
THE
PUBLIC DOES! Thank you for precipitating an opportunity TO BE HEARD. Everybody involved from the
media has loved having ability to search through all the
cases and papers in open forum with all welcome to
attend-and
they are considering doing whole series
investigations.
Sounds good to us.
Fu iny.other thing happened. We just opened the
meetings as in “townhall” type-and
none of your
buddies showed up after being especially invited to
attend. Do you feel lonely out there on that wash-line
to drip dry?
It is a strange thing even in this day and timevlhen you go for BIGGER GETCHA media and press
coverage-you
really are expected to tell the truth to
the journalists because you are going to find that THEY
CARRY A GRUDGE.
Well, another day and another experience and what
you learn from the activities is measured in INTENT
within. May your intent always be in movement toward
intelligence and WISDOM so that your actions do not
incriminate you. By the way, the crews also wondered
why you people who set them up knew so much about
that San Diego group and they suggested YOU might be
associated with that somehow, for they found no association here.
They left looking into UFO stuff as
regards Green and you nice people of his following.
Even Dr. Carlson was here to attend this-from Hawaii
where in one of his seminars Green explained his
ability to “create the illusion of money”. How interesting, and in living color yet. Might I suggest that you
might well consider that the assets you save might
better be your own? Mr.. ‘Abbott’s own
refused to touch this tale of stupidity. Hatred makes
you do very foolish things, friends-every
time. And
yet, there is something very obvious about Satan and
his followers-they
always seem to deserve one another
and the lack of peace and joy within that always comes
from ill-intent and wrong actions. And, further, sticking pins in voo-doo dolls doesn’t do a thing save prick
the fingers of the pin pokers. And Betty, it might be
wise to tuck a bit ofyour funds aside-to pay
for
their inconvenience-since
they only can finger YOU
because YOU WROTE THE LIES WHEN YOU CONTACTED THEM-ACCORDING
TO THEM! Good
luck, because they can afford better attorneys than the
“good old boys” network of Northern Nevada. What
they do, further, seems to revolve around what is done
here but they certainly DO acknowledge that “we” have
a dandy case and they would have little or NO legal
defense. Salu.
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Why me? Why us? The cry comes bursting forth
from hearts in despair, hurt, disappointment and yea,
even “I give up; Uncle”.
Each morning falls a new set of seemingly endless
and actually unanswerable inquiries attached to: “I
pray and ask for answers but I get none.” I wait and find
that you not only got the answer but just find yourself
unsure as to whether or not you got the CORRECT
answer.
I have a couple of things this morning to address
and in both instances you actually do already know the
answers.
WHAT

TO

ADVISE

JANET

Each one who reads the
knows of whom
we speak-our
Christmas miracle. But ah, there is
more to the dark side and the relationships with Janet,
are there not? Let’s see where we are this morning.
Some are wondering why I would point out Janet even
on the
interviews?
Why? Because the Evil
Empire is trying to kill her-no more and no less. She
knows that and can our team be there every time they
prod her or disable her auto? The hounds of hell will
take out the children also, if it is convenient to get Janet
while she is with them.
Why would this be? Because buried in her mind are
some of their top secret observations. She doesn’t have
any wish to speak of those things and certainly bodes no
danger to their quirky and kinky plans, but that never
seems to matter when the game is “getcha”. There are
no coincidences and there are no accidents so what else
can we discuss? Advice? Sometimes advice without
understanding is silly nonsense, so if we discuss this a
minute perhaps we can find some under standing.
I spoke directly of and to Janet at the meeting with
to make very SURE the adversary knows that
she is now OFF LIMITS! Further trauma will only
merit the “bad guys” a whole lot of trouble. However,
you-the-people must use wisdom in your decisions and
actions or there is NOTHING I can do about you.

Janet, go nowhere outside this small loop of townsdo not pass go and don’t go visiting relatives?especially relatives in the intelligence service, for you will
not end up secure or safe. You have “handlers” and
there is far more within your mind than “they” want
shared or told. But, can’t the Angels save you-again?
Yes, but why further tempt the devil to do battle when
you are secure and sheltered in my own wings?
Do not succumb to the call of the relatives to have
you visit. If they wanted to see you, they would have
attended you and come to ease your burden. Face
FACTS and we shall grow into peace and loving care.
I ask that you stay in this village as much as is possible
until things cool down from the recent encounters with
media-and
hold strong. Mark Phillips will soon be
visiting and we shall ask that he consider your circumstance.
The tapes of the meetings this week have gone to
and are at the highest level of intelligence personnelON YOUR GLOBE. A lot of decisions are having to be
made as to the now public reality of myself, my position-and my expectation of keeping AGREEMENTSyes, with such as even George Bush. I keep my agreements and I expect your people to keep yours. I’m sick
ofyour killing, murdering, and mayhem upon innocent
people who come within my center of security.
The latest program by
is postponed to
airing because the highest level of intelligence and
political personages are considering what to do with
the TRUTH. We actually prefer they DO nothingeasily kept prior agreements.
As to Janet, is there some really good REASON you
can’t park your pet, bring your pet, leave the pet with
Dad and girls and/or commute-to
be in the safety net
of friends so that you are not vulnerable and not alone?
You are not healed enough to take long journeys and are
apt to damage what is healed. I know that a couple of
people, at least, have offered a bedroom and transportation for a few days’ visit. Please consider it, for the
next few weeks are going to have a lot of pressured
situations.
The ones at the top KNOW that I will not go beyond
those agreed upon activities. I am not here to SAVE
anything, but to bring Truth. We have projects which
will make even the World Controllers look good and
they can do their battling among themselves without
interference. I certainly am not around to do wars and
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rapture, or approve suicide or suiciding-those
things
are NOT of God, and in your free-will circumstance, all
I can do is make suggestions while pointing out possibilities of deception upon you.
By keeping agreements with me, however, the Elite
can actually have some production-for
they also have
to eat, drink and have shelter. They keep the major
issue ofanything we do and it seems only proper that we
have that which allows us to accomplish some measure
of product, As headed, the rabble will rouse and that
bodes badly for law and order.
I have made it clear what I will and will not doand I keep my word for the “word” is.the only real bond
Otherwise an agreement is
of a man or contract.
without value or merit. I need no oaths other than my
word. Remember it well for I often insist that the other
party to these agreements keep theirs with me.
Again, sirs, back to Janet. Leave her alone
and leave her children alone for she is God’s
child and she will have the same freedom of
choices as all men in the reflection of God. I’m
sure there is some little task that she could
perform which would give her some feeling of
contribution for her “place”. I do not speak of
“pride”; I speak of responsibility for self. Thank
you, Ray, and thank you, Al, for it is quite
recognized that this lady could not have made
it to now without your generous and caring
help and input through the very dark and painful times.
Janet has NOTHING to tell that we have
not, and OTHERS in abundant measure have
not, told many times over. I repeat to my dark
brothers: LEAVE HER ALONE.
If you, Janet, know that someone has been
within your home in your absence, and is perhaps there as we write here-call the police and
have them investigate.
You don’t have any
thing to hide and everything, possibly, to gain.
That is their job-to
make sure crime is not
committed.
Do not return to that place
ALONB-just
make sure you have someone
accompany you-and preferably have it be the
police.
There is
will all of you quit trying
to hide, run, or outsmart the villains.
Silly
antics only give them reason to shoot at you.
THE
There is great sadness this day as ones have
to consider more paperwork, more struggle and
confrontation with

THEN

ing in the established grain fields. Go to Bronfmanthey haven’t produced a whisky of traditional grains
like the nice gentlemen could get from spelt and still
have the hulls for use in industry. Spelta hulls will
make better paper products than does linen (flax or
hemp).
You don’t think it would work? Then don’t, by all
means, do it. You see; each decision is simply a choice,
and if you QUIT, you have no way to know whether or
not it would have worked. Suppose we just “QUIT”
because a thing seemed too outrageous or big-wow!
Go directly to the State Departments of both Canada
AND the United States with your PROPOSAL and stop
playing with the underlings who do things simply
because their wife yelled at them that morning. Go to
the Secretary of Agriculture-because
you are talking

a
so that

a

a
go

about a product that could offer BREAD until and while
the smut is being cleared from the fields and which can
withstand the extreme temperature shifts in growing
seasons. You have your product-CREATE
YOUR
MARKET. Don’t stop asking for input-from
anyone
and everyone-but
get BUSY and create what it is you
want.
Playing games with the ones already turning you
down is silly-and the children need to go to school and
find acceptance-so
go HIGHER up the ladder and you
will find respect and recognition of your position AND
your product. We don’t want to corner the market-we
want industry, but it is the grain that is needed.
Is it encouragement you need? Then please consider THIS as encouragement:
through Lesko’s book of lists of resources and see if

Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien reveal their personal experience
with the secret CIA mind-control project, MK-Ultra, still in operation in
Cathy O’Brien was a CIA mind-control victim who was
the U.S.
regularly abused by high officials in the CIA, Pentagon, and White
House during the Reagan/Bush administrations.
Mark Phillips rescued
Cathy from her handler and, under very precarious conditions, spent
nine months deprogramming her. They will present information on the
value of deprogramming techniques in healing personality disorders due
to abuse and trauma.
APRIL
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there is some silly department you never heard of to ing minds”. But, if there are nuts making bad choices
knows? I
help you. A game is not finished until you, the player, by putting other idols before them-who
quit the game. Most people quit before they even can’t say that you can blame the Devil, God or Aliens
actually get into the heart of the game. God doesn’t for such stupidity. If you want psychic guessing-go
need more quitters-GOD
NEEDS PEOPLE WHO call the Psychic Hot
PROVE HIS POWER OF CREATION, BE IT SPELTYou KNEW it would be this way so WHY do you
continue to act shocked and ill-informed7
We have
GROWING OR PAPER-PRINTING.
warned you for. countless years and nobody listened?
NOW
TO BANANA
FARMERS
IN
How think ye that if you are just now asking, you will
get DIFFERENT INPUT? If you act as the kite blowing
SOUTH
AFRICA
in the wind, then you are going to be controlled by the
There are MAJOR negotiations under way here string and hands manipulating those strings. A kite is
wherein the entire banana production is trying to be but a puppet on a string, remember, and is often an
garnered.
A lot of very high-level landowners are unidentified flying object. Further, if you are contrying to corner the fields for their own crops. Time trolled by your own shadow and fear same, you will go
becomes uncomfortably important for the heads of state on through life boxing with the shadow and never turn
making the decisions want it ALL and the smaller around into the Light and simply ignore the shadow.
farmers may not be able to hold very much for indepen- Remember, if you only see a shadow before you-you
dent contractors. Once agreements or contracts on the are facing the WRONG WAY.
What of my enemies7 I don’t really have any
land and crops are signed and acted upon in good faith,
we can hold property out for the original bidders. enemies for I fully depend upon the cheats and liars to
Please consider this as we move through these current PROVE MY TRUTH. Surely that can’t be an “enemy”,
days because we must be equal opportunity employers now, can it? If, moreover, I only focus on those who call
and also use no discrimination in transactions-it
is themselves my enemy-1 don’t see the opportunities for
achieving and creating my goals. I consider enemies
the law.
and adversaries to be the worst of the dark shadowsso I turn unto the LIGHT and render them to be totally
U.F.0.s
OVER
PHOENIX7
without energy or form. The Greens, Hortons, Abbotts,
I am even asked to say what are those things seen Horns, Brents, Tutens, Beams, et al., can play in their
over Phoenix (Arizona) that got top billing last evening destructive dung heaps for all their existence and it has
on
instead of “our” story? Well, they are real nothing to do with me-or thee. When they change
their minds and truly go for a change of attitudes
and they are exactly THAT: unidentified
hbjectssuppose they will turn
apparently! Are they something I should know about? toward goodness and Light-I
clean
I doubt it, and further, they can be anything from a about, scrape off the dung and dung haulers-and
up their act. Until THEY make a change toward
LIGHT SHOW, LIKE YOUR COMETS OF LATE-or
amount of arguing will
sometlting more interesting-but
very definitely I do TRUTH and HONOR-no
concur at this moment-they
are unidentified objects, change an iota of it. Communication can offer good
solutions-arguments
only reinforce the ill-intent in
flying or otherwise.
almost all cases of confrontation.
I have no need nor
desire to argue or debate that which I KNOW TO BE
CULT
SUICIDES
TRUE, so why bother myself and distract myself from
Will there be more suiciding cults? Yes indeed, we the REAL GOALS AHEAD to wallow in that dung box
are asked this even as we petition that you stop asking with my adversaries7
silly questions. There haven’t been any actual “suiUNDERGROUND
BASES
cides” in any cult or otherwise place or thing, that I
AND FACILITIES
have witnessed. I have witnessed MURDER and, yes,
I can hear the call for “206 more towns will have
Come now, we have offered, re-offered, printed and
suiciding events” from the
serving “inquir-

reprinted many papers on EXACTLY where those bases
are located and given detail of some activities taking
place in those facilities. I am not going to get Dharma
into more confrontation; if you want more information,
find the party who just offered an updated printout and
get permission to rerun it. The list came from V.K.
Durham but it appears to be by “Springmeyer”
so
you only need to get permission. The paper itself has
NO IDENTIFICATION reference.
1 have no interest in those bases or facilities other
than as they might affect “my ‘cause’ “. They don’t!
We have told you the information numerous times and
nobody seems to give a pebble about it-so, why should
I bother to pound on it and get crosswise with the very
parties with whom I must make agreements and do
business? You now know they are there and have
missiles and other deadly stuff-so
what are YOU
GOING TO DO ABOUT IT? These are YOURthings,
not mine. Mankind will CREATE PEACE or he WILL
LIVE IN WAR.
You are people of the lie, and until you decide to be
otherwise-you
will continue in the lie. I have no right
to interfere with that stance. My RESPONSIBILITY is
to the individuals who are within God in intent for I
don’t even want the illbegotten evil puppets or masters
in my space-no pun intended. Lie to me, and then as
far as I am concerned: get yourself as far from me as is
possible. Break commitments and contractual agreements with me-and I will be like superglue all over
you. You had THE CHOICE when you made the
agreement. This is exactly like the woman’s choice
idea. The woman had EVERY CHOICE as she chose to
lie abed, or wherever, and accept the irresponsibility of
intercourse. Responsible intercourse DOES NOT END
UP NEEDING MURDER. Responsible choices are
made at ONSET of incidents. “But it feels good?” So
does the injection of heroin! So too perhaps does being
shackled to 300 pounds of gold-unless the flood comes
and you drown.
Readers, life is simple and concise in all things.
Responsible intent and actions are the keys to success.
All else is greed and irresponsible behavior focused on
ego desires. Force and POWERare not identical wordsso go find the truth of that fact. Power in CREATION
must come from God for all else must utilize that which
is already created.
Do you have to “understand” this? No, just KNOW
it and act accordingly-in
full responsibility of self and
actions, intents and attitudes.
LEADERS?
Right now I am going to clear up something, and
that is regarding “leaders”. If you have GOD as your
ONLY leader-you
will act responsibly FOR SELF.
Stop pushing off your responsibilities onto those you
choose to have as “leaders” for most often they DO NOT
WANT YOU “FOLLOWING”.
For goodness sakes,
just because Dharma writes for me and I serve God-or
anyone -it is not her problem to LEAD anything so
STOP THE NONSENSE-FOR
THIS BECOMES
“BLAME” FOR ANY FAILURE OR MISUNDERSTANDING. EKKERS ARE NOT YOUR APPOINTED
ANYTHING AND IF YOU CHOOSE TO CONTINUE
THE “FOLLOW THE LEADER” YOU ARE GOING
TO GET BOGGED IN INABILITY TO FUNCTION IN
YOUR OWN RIGHTFUL ATTITUDE. IF YOU ASSUME A “LEADER” THEN THE ASSUMPTION IS
ONE OF HAVING “FOLLOWERS”. THERE IS NO
LEADER, AND NO FOLLOWERS, HERE-THERE IS
ONLY TRUTH, HOPE, LABOR IN POSITIVE ATTITUDES, AND PROMISE OF POWER AS IN CREATIVE THOUGHT AND ACTIONS.
Yes indeed, I have a mission project and each of
you have your own mission project. Hopefully our
responsible actions earn worthy recognition as we work
toward our individual goals. But when you
up
leaders and followers, you err.
So be it and good morning. Salu.
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